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Extra Territorial The Men Walked Characterized by Patten Made More Two Light Weight Closing Exercises
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Senator Aldrichas
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Pugs Meet in
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Reserve Not a Ripple Disturbed Spe- - Attempts to Kill It in the Sen His Remarks to the Pupils
Agitation Wat Not Expected Board of Equalization Has Bill by 'Andrews to
Translated in Sign
culative Seas at
ate Failed to Materia
Them for the Govern-- :
No Right to Exempt It
to Come to Point
- t
'
ment..
Language.
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.
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Philadelphia, Pa., May 29. Greatly
Four important opinions were handto
the surprise of the public, PhiladelFrank
General
down
ed
by Attorney
W. Clancy before he left for his phia is today in the tangle of a. street
home at Albuquerque yesterday after- car strike. The order of the executive
noon.
committee
of Carmen's Union to
The first came up on the denial by strike was issued at an
early hour this
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulliwent with effect at 4 a.
and
morning
van of an application for appropriawhen the day service began. While
tion of the waters of the Gila in m.,
has been agitation among the
there
New Mexico for use in Arizona. The
men for higher wages and better con"
the
engin-attorney general upholds
eer in this denial saying; "As long ditions It was not believed that radical
as there is any beneficial use as de- action would be taken so soon, if at all.
Disorders of minor character have
fined In our statute, to which the
been
reported from different sections
water can be applied in New Mexico,
it must be that the Territorial Engin- of the city. Strike sympathizers hurleer should refuse to permit an appro- ed jibes at those who were riding and
priation for extra territorial benefits. many, passengers left the cars and in
It cannot be possible that we ought some Instances cars were abandoned
to permit Arizona to come into New by the crews. One abandoned car was
Mexico and take away out of our ter-- partially wrecked by boys and men,
ritorj JCew Mexican waters for use and the police weer called to disperse
announced
,,Jflt..Ee. when there are New the crowd. The company
Mexico lands upon which we can use this afternoon that the men who failed
it." The opinion will be published in to report for duty, or abandon their
full next week as it is a very mo- cars, have been discharged. It also anmentous one.
nounced that there will be no comproAnother important question on mise and that it would not recognize
which the attorney general expresses the Union.
Jiis opinion is on the power of the city
board of taxation of Las Vegas to levy
MEETING
taxes on railroad property, even IMPORTANT
TOMORROW
though the Territorial board of equalization has ' exempted such property
under the plea that a flat mileage rate St. Michael's College Bus Arranging
3ias been made to cover local property.
for Jubilee CelebraThe attorney general believes that the
tion.
hoard has the right to make such levy
to collect for "there is no legislation
The faculty of St: Michael's College,
which takes away or impairs these
assisted
by the former students of the
powers to levy taxes.: Not even the
College, are working steadily preparlegislature itself could Impair" the obli- ing for the grand jubilee celebration
gation of the contract with the bond which takes place the latter part of
holders (of the school distdlct) by June. Tomorrow
evening at seven
withdrawing from taxation any portion thirty there will be an. Important meetof the property pledged to the payment
ing held of all former students living
of such debt."
in and around Santa Fe. No one should
In the third opinion, on the ques- fail to be present at this meeting as
tion of the increased bond demanded the business is urgent.
by the new law, from county treasurer's, the attorney general says:
HORSE RACING PRONOUNCED
"My conclusion is that it is not
DEAD AT DENVER.
clear that the new act requires counto
ty treasurers already duly qualified
Denver, Colo., May 29. Horse racgive an additional or larger bond
than they had previously given; but ing, with gambling attachments, is
I will add that if I were such a treas- dead in Denver. The obsequies were
urer, in order to avoid any possible held at a meeting In the Brown Palace
question or criticism, I would prompt- hotel. Last night Blind John Condon
;
ly give the larger bond."
departed for his home In Chicago, by
Opinion No. 4, rules that Section word and deed marking the abandon1571 of the Compiled Laws of 1571, ment of the "last stand" of the
relative to the disbursements of
sport. Which hoped to find in
school funds is still in force and is Denver a final heaven.
not repealed by Implication. The
town treasurer is therefore still
treasurer of the board of edus PRESIDENT
cation and shall pay out school
warrants
the
signed by
upon
president and clerk of the school
board, and the approval of the, county
III PITTSBURG
superintendent is not necessary.
,
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All four opinions will be published

.in full next week..
Delegates

to

Con- -

Trans-Mississip-

: gross.
"Mayor Jose D. Sena today appointed
the following delegates to the

.

Something Is Doing

ror Him L very

Trans-Mississip-

at Denver

in
"
August: Hiram B. Cartwright, A. .H.
Brodhead" and Marcelino Garcia.
National Irrigation Congress.
Mayor Jose D. Sena today appointed the following delegates to the
National Irrigation Congress at SpoBradford
L.
kane, , Washington:
Prince, Paul A. F. Walter, David L.
Miller, Carlos F. Abreu and Jose Dov.1.
lores Garcia. ,
Congress

STATE TAKES

HAND

IN GEORGIA STRIKE
Atlanta, Ga., May1 29. State officials
today instructed the sheriff at
to summon a posse sufficient
to protect and Insure the movement
of stalled freight trains from Llthonla
to Atlanta. This is the first ' Interference by the state in the ' Georgia
railroad firemen's strike.
A negro fireman was badly beaten
by white men in the Georgia railroad
yards near this city this afternoon.
One arm was broken. Two men
were arrested.
v',:;'
At the conclusion of a conference
;
'
between Commissioner
of t Labor
Nelll, T. K. Scott, general manager
of the Georgia railroad,'; and B. A.
'Bell; vice president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engineer at 2 p. m. today it was announced that the strike would be
called off.
.

v
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'
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Minute
AT
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Will Dedicate Regular Aimy

Monument on Battle
Field.

San Francisco, May 29. Judging
The closing exercises of the school
from the appearance of the ticket for the deaf took place yesterday,
there will bo a big crowd in Jim- - though Tuesday next will be the last
my Coffroth's arena this afternoon day of the term,
when Battling Nelson and Fighting
Superintendent Connor opened the
Dick Hyland battle for the light exercises by giving a brief but inter- weight championship of the world, cstlng outline of the work accom-A- s
usual ou the eve of a battle, both plished during the closing
school
men express themselves confident year. He dwelt especially upon the
they will win. "I will whip Dick in new Innovations that had been intro-on- e
round if I can but I won't stall," duoed. viz.: the printing press and
was the Battler's comment. "It looks the shoe making establishment, stat-lik-e
my only chance at the champion- - ing that the new catalogue and the
ship, so you can bet I'll go strong," school newspaper "The New Mexlc
said
Hyland.
Betting continued Progress" were the work of the
heavy today with Nelson the 10 to 4 school boys and that the repairing of
choice. The big event is scheduled the shoes belonging to the nunils had
for forty rounds beginning at three all been done in their Bhop. The
sharp. The men will fight perintendent had planned to have the
straight rules, which provide that closing exercises open for attendance
they may bang away as long as one by the public, but owing to the fact
arm Is free and neither man is hold- - that the city is not yet entirely free
from contagious disease, be deemed
ing.
u advlsatle to invite only a few of
Legalizing Boxing Bouts.
Madsion. Wis.. Mav 29. An attemnt those niost Interested in the progress
was made in the Senate yesterday to'of he Inat'tution- The pupils in the two grades of the
kill ft hill Walir.lmr
win
Fe- bouts failed. The bill will come up for oral department taught by Misses
nuu
leninin.nuiii
eviuueu
Hiugiciuuu,
passage next week and the prospects
in
and
used
lip reading
are that It will become a law. The able ability
vocal organs, some of them
sentiment here favrs boxing exhibi their
distinctly. To the spectators
tions, but a provision has been insert- quite
who never before witnessed such an
ed in the bill, now pending that will
exhibition this seemed marvelous.
prevent decisions.
The advanced
class In manual
training also showed fine progress
under the able tutorship of Profes- PIONEER PASSES

Washington, D. C, May 29. Senator
Aldrlch today denounced: "An impertinent" effort of the government to influence American tariff legislation by
supplying anonymous information as
to wages paid German workmen. His
characterization followed a statement
by Depew intimating that German

Chicago. May 29. The groat bull
campaign in May wheat passed quietly into Board of Trade history today.
Not a ripple disturbed the speculative
sea. James A. Patten, the bull leader, with a grey fedora hat, pushed
back on his head, betrayed no elation.
The deal to all intents and purposes
ended weeks ago when the shorts
into
manufacturers are striving
were gradually driven in to pocket
fluence Congress through the German
their
losses. During tbe month wheat
government and American Importers for May
delivery rose 43 2 cents,
of German goods.
Patselling on Tuesday at 135
Reserving Palomas Hot Springs.
ten's assertion that the reserves had
Sppcial to the New Mexican.,
been almost exhausted apparently
Washington, D. C, May 29. Dele- confirmed by a comparison of retogate to Congress W. H. Andrews
ceipts In Chicago during the last
day Introduced a bill providing that month.
the federal government reserve to
May, a year ago, 1,001 cars were reUs v.te and that of the public, the valceived; this month but 133. It Is genuable hot springs at Palomas, Sierra
erally believed that most o fthe wheat
county, the reservation to include lots in the elevators and warehouses be13
1 and 2 in section 33, township
longs to Patten and that he paid in the
south, range 4 east. The springs are
e
of $5,000,000 for It.
neighborhood
Secreto be under the control of the
bull
his
leader
the
can
calculate
tary of the Interior and it is proposed profits on the deal he must merto create here a second Arkansas
chandise this wheat. Any endeavor to
Hot Springs
his profits at this time there- The reply of the President to the estimate
e
me
is
veriest guess mor. ciose
statea
for
Senate resolution calling
ment of the German government as followers of the market are content
to wages in Germany proved the with the statement that he made a
as huge sum which may grow or decrease
signal for animated discussion
soon as the Senate assembled today, as he disposes of his stock on nana
The President stated in his message Half a dozen others made big profits
that the document in question had also.
been sent to the Finance Committee
on April 13. Senator Nelson expressCom- INDIGNANT AT
ed surprise that the Finance

k

,

I

Be-for-

!

fen-mnn- if

mittee had withheld the report. AlBISPOP MATZ
drlch replied that the statement had
been treated as confidential as had .Sister of Saint
Joseph Forbidden to
all others of like character. It had
Continue Giving Instructions
been sentHjsck to the State DepartIn Parish.
,
ment but ould be returned. Depew
spoke of the importance of the busin r.
t
ness peiore uongress ana asseneu
ueuver,
oio., may zv. as a
- ishment for the
American
an
was
quesit
parishoners of St.
purely
rick's and the Sisters of St. Joseph,
"Yet," he said, "we find that for- - who have steadily remained loyal to
eign governments are entering the the pastor, Father J. p. Carrigan, In
Senate chamber for obstruction leg- - his controversy with Bishop N. C.
islatlon for which the President call-- , Matz, the bishop has issued orders
ed an extra session. ' It was then through his agent, Father M. W.
Aldrlch arose and made use of ovan, forbidding the Sisters to give
the word "impertinent." Tillman any religious instructions to the child- expressed rear mat tne comments on ren 0f tne parish
the German government might not be
As a result of this order, particulargraciously received by that govern- - lv a lt come8 at . tlme when a cla83
ment. "Further discussion was post- of ?5 is
being' prepared for its first
poned until the German report could communlon Sunday, June 30, indigna-btranslated and the President s tion r,inB hle.h thrm,hnnf thfi nnr1sh
message was referred to the commit- - ;and promment re8idents of the district
1

'

A

k

pun-thaPat-tlo-

Don-th-

-

-

e

tee on finance.

xu

,u

i

jm.i
restrain

Father Carrigan can longer

ADAM GOD

his people from giving expression

to

in the controversy.
IS SENTENCED their feelings
Father Advises Sisters to Obey.
Upon the advice of Father Carrigan
Convicted of Second Degree Murder
the
Sisters will concede to the comHe is Given Twenty-fivYears
mands
of the bishop and' will make no
in the Pen.
'
even though the case is
Kansas City, Mo., May 29.-- The
jury f pfpf
Pecedented in the United
case of James Sharp, or "Adam
and
States
P"bably in the whole of
God," charged with the murder of Po-- ! '
Farther Carrigan gave
llceman Mullane in a religious riot Chrlstendom"
here in. December last, this morning thls adv,ce he declares, in order that
Si8ter may hot be drawn Into the
returned a verdict of guilty of mur-thdirectly
controversy,
since, being
in
der
the second degree and Sharp
sentenced to 25 years In the" peniten-- : amenable to the bishop's orders, they
could be punished for disobeying them.
tiary
When the verdict was read, Sharp i14 s said In the parish, however that
heard it without a show of emotion. a11 the Sisters are decidedly in favor
"That's all right." said he. "It's the of Father Carrlgan's stand and would
as
will of God." Sharp's wife, Melissa, willingly accept such punishment
in
could
any
out
meted
be
they
who is vet to bfl tried for murder, was might
not in the court room. When the news way assist the pastor of the parish,
As an offset to this order, Father
of the verdict was told her In the cell,
word
she gave way to a flood of tears, but Carrigan immediately sent out
that he will personally instruct the
soon regained her composure.
The case was given to the jury late children In the parish hall, and that
first communyesterday. Nine jurors on the first bal- the class will have inits
ion
as planned and
spite of the orlot Btood for hanging, three for acquitwithout an
der
the
Acting
of
bishop.
tal. The three declined to give in to
Father
Carrigan
is.
as
he
assistant
when
the overtures of the nine,
they
already has many details to attend to
offered a compromise on a life
office and
and then upon fifty years' im- in the proper conduct of his
would work a hardthe
order
bishop's
of
a
after
night
prisonment. Finally
him were It not for the
balloting, the verdict as rendered was ship, upon
as soon as the news
fact
almost
that
agreed upon.
of
was
the
order
spread about several
Another Murderer Sentenced.
of
of the parish
women
the
Ma
young
Omaha, Neb., May 29. John
who have an excellent knowledge of
Ed
Officer
of
the
saurldes,
slayer
church volunLowery In the South Omaha Greek the religious work of the
in his
to
aid
Carrigan
Farther
teered
found
riots, February last, ,was today
childthe
of
task
saving
guilty of murder in the first degree
ren from disappointment and of conand his punishment fixed at death.
tinuing the installation of the Catholic
religion In the minds of the young peo;

e

abso-inh- e

e

i

Pittsburg, Pa., May 29. President
Taft and party reached this city at
8:48 a. m today. A committee consisting of well, known Yale men and
other prominent citizens greeted the
President at the station and escorted
him in an automobile in which he was
driven to the home of Thomas K.
The
Laughlin, Jr., his brother-in-ladisprogram for the
President
posed of almost every minute of time.
Tomorow evening he departs for the
Gettysburg battlefield, where on Monday he dedicates a monument In honor
ROOSEVELT WRITING
and memory of the regular army.
The President spoke from a pulpit
HIS BOOK
of the Jewish Tabernacle saying: "I
am glad to be here to show If possible
Nairobi, British East Africa, May
by my presence, how much ours is a 29. The Roosevelt party will leave
government of all the people and: how here on June 2 for the Stpik district,
wise was the constitutional provision south of Nairobi. Roosevelt is spend- that no. religious requirement or qualfus uuio ucib ui iiiBiuiy num.
ification should be necessary in this jiug
, Among
other things he is writing a
country.
book,
cent-enc- e

-

self-impos-

ple.
TWO NEW 8ANTAFE
BUILDINGS AT LA JUNTA.

La Junta, Colo., May 29. The Santa
Fe is to erect a building here for division headquarters and a new freight
depot costing $25,000 before the end of
the year.

OVER DIVIDE

;

son Raumgardner.
Following the exercises Governor
Curry made a few well chosen remarks to the school which were
translated in the sign language by
the superintendent for the benefit of
those not fully able to understand.
Among the visitors present, Including Governor Curry and the board of
directors, were School Superintendent
J. E. Clarke, Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa, Major R. J. Palen, Hon.

T. C. Crittenden of Mis
souri Died This Morning of
at Kansas City.
Kansas City. Mo.? May 29. Ex- Governor T. T. Crittenden, the noted J
Missourian, died at his home here
this morning. He suffered a stroke
of apoplexy on Thursday and remain-- J
ed unconscious until he died. Critten- den was 77 years of age. He was Benjamin M. Read, accompanied by
born in Kentucky and educated
at his two daughters and a niece, Mrs.'
Center College, Danville. Among his t 1. B. Hanna and Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
classmates was W. C. P. Brecken-- ! McConnell.
ridge and John Young Brown. Hej Those interested will be glad to
came to Missouri before the Civil learn that the school Is to continue
War, and formed a law partnership j another year under the efficient man-wit- h
Francis M. Cockrell, afterwards agement of Superintendent W. O.
U. S. Senator
In 1878, Crittenden Connor, assisted by his
accomplished
became governor of Missouri and it! wife.
was to him that Frank James, thel
Said Superintendent of Public Innoted outlaw, laid down his arms
struction J. E. Clark of the exercises:
Yes indeed, I very much enjoyed
POKER IS AN EXPENSIVE
the closing exercises given at the
GAME IN COLORADO. New Mexico Institute for the deaf. It
Colo.,
Greeley,
May 29. Hugh Kin-cal- d Is quite unfortunate that conditions
paid $116.25 to the county today, were such as to make it inadvisable
which was the price set on his partici- to hold the exercises this year where
pation In a poker game by County the general public might have witJudge C. H. Bradfleld. Kincaid was ar- nessed them, for the nature of the
raigned on the charge of gambling and program was such as to show what
pleaded guilty. He was fined $80 and the daily work of the institute is.
If any tax payer lacks sympathy- with
COStS.
t.
the purposes or the management of
this institution he may easily be convinced of the necessity of such a
RATS ARE EX
school and of the success of our institution at Santa Fe.
The various teachers came before
the visitors with their classes and
demonstrated methods of instruction.
Classes in reading, spelling, language,
geography,
etc., were
physiology,
were
shown; exercises in
given; but the most remarkable of
all were the exercises in oral recitation on the part of those children
who have never heard a sound in
their lives. The teachers have been
so successful in developing
oral
speech that absolute strangers found
but little difficulty in understanding
the statements made by the children.
E
Of course, the tone and expression
were unnatural in many cases, but
this is to be expected since the child
Enormous Possible Increase has no idea of the pitch of his voice
or of the sound of language. Among
From Single Pair in
the many deaf people who have been
Three Years.
remarkably successful in their work
in this institution is a young man
about
fourteen or fifteen years ot
Washington, D. C., May 29. Rats age who came to this
country but a
are receiving continued attention from
few months ago from Germany and
the Agricultural Department. The as a result of
scarlet fever
campaigns started against them in entirely lost his hearing. Thisreceutly
young
May may result some day in the ex- man has the problem of a new lantermination of the pest in this country. guage as well as the
problem of
A recent bulletin of the Agricultural
sign language, etc., but he
Department figured out that a single Is certainly making remarkable adrat can eat sixty cents worth of grain vancement.
in a year and if all the rats in the
"It was noted by all that the pencountry were fed grain alone It would manship of these children is quite
cost more than one hundred million above the average. The spelling, too,
dollars a year to board them. Esti- was exceptionally accurate. The atmated that a single pair of rats and its tention of these children is not disprogeny breeding without interruption tracted, of course, by the various
and suffering no losses would in three things that are going on about them,
years increase to more than twenty
millions.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
-

PENSIVE

Cost

Uncle

Sam

$100 ,000,000to
Board Them

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

The log Store

Merchant Tailoring
Department Is now
running In a
This is the
Bhape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come into
our up to date store
and pick the woolens
right from stock, cut
and made r.nd pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only
s
tailor, but
a

THE DAILY ROUND

designer of
his profession and he
is always ready and
willing to aid you to
an-exp- ert

get the latest cut and
style, as he is familiar
with all the latest designs.
away

We have done

Eastern
profits which we used
to pay and charge to
our customers. Now
with

you only pay our profit, which is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department is to stay
and serve you for all

the time to come. Ear Her you come the better to select your choice before the best
numbers are picked out

UP.

Established 1856.

OUR NATION'S HEROES.
The graves we decorate in love today
Hold more than dead they coffin
much of hope
And love and sweet anticipation lie in

first-clas- s

first-clas-

I

wnolesale and Retail Dry Roods.
AH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
tan Francisco

street

rnone

The largest and the only

store

up-to-d-

Bant

im

IDS.

ft,

mm
ee-ye-

feet
That once walked in war's ways.
They who lie buried miss the greater
strife,
That we who weep above them bravely

1WIS

3 CARS FLOUR 3
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy

Flour

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
ee
Corn Aleal
WE

CONTROL-ABOV-

Winter

BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE

Grocery Co.
Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

CAMPAIGN SONG.

CALL

Ap SEE

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8!

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

Jewelry, Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Air "Auld Lang Syne."
O, have you heard the glad new word
Told on our streets today?
How every loyal heart is stirred
In dear old Santa. Fe.
Chorus.
From every street in Santa Fe
Saloons will have to go,
For every ward in Santa Fe
Is going dry, you know.
Is going dry, is going dry,
Is going dry, you know.
For every ward in Santa Fe
Is going dry, you know.

re

MONARUH )
CLUETT f

wrought
Ruin and woe alway
But now we'll vote the traffic out
From dear old Santa Fe.
All ye who love the quaint old town
Come Join us in the fray,
Together drive the evil from
Beloved Santa Fe.
Mrs. E. C. Anderson.

POBox

MO.

Men '8 Shoes

Ladies and Childrens Shoes
Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery
Hats
Trunks & Suit Cases
Kid Gloves

FOR

291.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone

IN THE

CITY.

hy

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

governor Haskell

again indicted

Charged With Obtaining Titles
Town Lots in Muskogee by
Illegal Methods.

to

Tulsa, Okla.. May 29. Indictments
against Governor Haskell and five
others were returned by the federal
grand jury here last night. They are
charged with obtaining titles from the
government to town lots in Muskogee,
Oklahoma, by illegal methods. The

five
of Governor Haskell are: C. W. Turner, A. Z. English,
W. R. Eaton, W. T. Hutchinson and P.
B. Severes. Four true bills were returned, three men being indicted in
one bill. Bonds in each case were fix
ed at J5.000. It is not yet known
where the trial will take palce.

BABY

S

SKIPPING THE BAD ONES

YOU CANT MAKE A MISTAKE

THE

11

BUYING YOUR

i BY

GARDEN TOOLS &

ECZEMA

POULTRY NETTING

Itching Humor Broke Out tn Tiny
Mite's Cheeks-Wo- uld
Tear His
Face Till Blood Streamed Down
Unless Hands were Bandaged
opentiwuon useless Treatments.

OF US
Our Goods and Prices are Right
LAWN MOWERS AND LAWN SPRINKLES

CURED

BY CUTICURA

AT COST OF BUT $1.50

v ST

Phone

QTUV

No
"When my little boy was two and
half monthi old be broke out on both
cneeKs with eczema. It was the
itchy, watery kind

!

V V

HARDWARE CO.

Phone
No 14

W- -f

and we had to
keep hit little
hands wrapped up

TRY OUR

all the time, and
if he would hap-

waHeal
Also Good lot Chickens

pen to get them
unoovered he
would claw his

face till the blood
streamed down on
his clothing.
We
called in a physi- fiftn of. nnna Knf
ne gave an ointment which was o
severe that my babe would scream when
It was put on. We changed doctors and
jnediolnes until we had spent fifty dollars or more and baby was getting
worse. I was so- - worn out watching
and earing for him night and day that
I almost felt sure the disease was incurable. But finally reading of the
results of the Cutioura Remedies,
determined to try them. I can truthfully say I was more than surprised, for
I bought only a dollar and a half's worth
of the Cutioura Remedies (Cuticura
Soap, Ointment and Pills), and they did
more good than all my doctors' medicines I had tried, and in faot entirely
cured him. I will send vou a photograph taken when he was fifteen months
old and you can see his face Is perfectly
.
dear of the least spot or scar of
If I ever have this trouble again,
I will never think of doctoring but will
end for the Cutioura Remedies at once.
As
I would never think of using
any other than Cutioura Soap for my
babe. You are at liberty to publish
this, It may help some distressed mother
as I was helped. Mrs. W. M. Comerer,
Burnt Cabins. Pa.. Sept 16, 1008."

SOLE" AGENTS
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LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

Grain,

Potaloev

.

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

DIAMONDS
RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
Eye

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

H Ct VfiWT7.

Is-i- s.

Cutleur Soap (28c.). ointmmt (80o . RcmItm
m
(SOe.l. ana Choco lata Cairi Pin. rgfa
throusliout tb world
Depots: London, if, Char- ttirbouM Si
Parti. A. Ru ita 1. p.i- - Aiutnii.
Co.. Sydney; South Africa. Lennnn.
LM.,,1 pa To
la Prop.. 1 37 Oslumbtu A
Boaton
OuUour
Book 90 Skis DlaaaaaaV

FOR

International Stock Food

SJB.fVOtTXS

WATCHES
RIGHT SERVICE

Fitted

By

JEWEREL- YSILVERWARE.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
346

Oi'J

FILIGREE

MEXICAN

Tested and

8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.

ALWAYS riaht.
ISlyiLJL

ani Boys CMliuf

ani

HOUSE

Sold and Recommended

Mens

THE LEADING DRY GOODS."

In point of goods and for reasonable cost you will find
this STORE. Medicines to give right results must be

IflflHFTH
Zi

Sits

Katie to Order Clotbinc

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

any-thin-

Three hundred years of drink hath

Tell

GEO G. SNOW
UTZ & DUNN,
WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
STETSON
A. B, C.
TREFOUSSE& Co.

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

face,
And we who honor manhood offer you
the homage of our souls,
We give the due of heroes to our

Pel-phre-

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

- PRICE 80c.
ST. LOUIS,

lens

WANAMAKER & BROWN

MM
Woman who suffer from
headaches, and all disea-e- s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls, Tex. writes: IflndHer-bin-e
the best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
I recommend it to my
S;ood.

dead
And honors feeble hands and tottering

Mc-Ke-

M. BORN & CO

FREF KAUFPMANN

VMAOB

men;
That loves the living as it loves the

Riding Graham
Fined for
at Albuquerque
fined
$5
was
Bailey
a horse
yesterday for fast riding of
within the city limits.
Two New Rangers. J. S. Bowman
and E. G. Bell have been appointed
rangers on the Alamo forest in Otero
county and will take charge on June
first.
Four Ounce Nugget Found A four
ounce gold nugget was found this
week near the foot of the tipple of
the Aztec mine m the Baldy district,
Colfax county.
Buys Four Hundred Acre Park
The city council of Raton has decide
ed to buy the four hundred acre
Raof
pasture, two miles south
ton for park purposes.
Rock Island Fined In federal court
at AlamoKordo. Judge Edward A.
Mann fined the Rock Island and the
El Paso and Southwestern railroads
$700 for violating the safety appliance act.
Smelter May Resume A car of
brick was received at the smelter of
the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company at San Pedro this week and indications are that work may be re
sumed this summer.
Lieutenan- tSecond
Appointed
Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley has
been appointed second lieutenant of
at
Guard
Company
the National
y
H.
W.
succeed
to
Alamogordo
who was disqualified on account of having but one hand.
Court Officers judge E. A. Mann
has appointed the following court officers at Alamogordo:
Stenographer
Crescenciano Gallegos of Santa Rosa;
bailiffs, C. D. Frost, Bert Palmer. D.
M. Barringer and C. A. Garnett; in
and
terpreters, Jefferson Bransford
Fung Ming; grand jury reporter, Miss
Neva Winn of Las Cruces.
Dies on Road to Moriarty Getting
up from her sick bed at Barton, Mrs.
Thornton King started on the road
to Moriarty in a wagon driven by
her widowed daughter. Within four
miles of Moriarty the widow discovered that her mother was dead. Nothing remained but to drive on in the
darkness and it was about midnight
when she arrived at Moriarty.

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.

careful

women use

Fast

Mm. FARArJ

Co,

them;
Cradled beneath the sod 'mid must
mold
Lies many a fond ambition from whose
dust
The roots of promise spring to blossom in
The glorious freedom thus blood-bougfor us.
The stars that shine alike on mounds
and men,
Are symboled on our banner 'neath
which lie
The forms beloved that gave a nation life.
imThey shine on love that makes
mortal the great sacrifice
Love that keeps green the oval tombs
of war,
Love that plucks blossoms for the
heroes' graves
And flings them in the living paths of

Our freedom Is the honor of our days.
Josephine Foster In Raton Range.

On aotes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as 110 and as Mgh as 1389.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ore year. Rates art
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

190,

Incorporated 1903

Seligman Bros,

soldier-living-dea-

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
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Biiv Medicines here and vou net all the advant- ages of care in selecting the drugs and filling the pres- - p)TUT

criotionno matter how simple or complex that all our
customers have denended unon thev find us rinht so
:
will you.
::
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:- -:

:- -:

iwL
...'.
PHONE NO. 213
.
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-
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We as a class will soon geperate and
go on our various waya. In preparing
for our life work may we remember
also to prepare ourselves to be the
Miss Etta N. Moore Makes an Im- best possible citizens of the United
States.
pression By Splendid Delivery
and Clearness of Voice.
It la not without a feeling of sadness
On last Thursday night which was that we bid farewell to this beautiful
class night for the graduating stud- building which we have so enjoyed
ents of the High School, the audience for the past three years. We will alhad the pleasure of listening to a ways remember with
pleasure the devaledictory address that was much lightful associations we have had here
above ordinary merit. The address with our schoolmates.
We have had
was delivered by Miss Etta X. Moore
many teacner8, through our High
..o uua owfn selected vaieaicionan ; School llfe who have been ever kind
of her class. Her discourse through- - and
hclpfuI But there j8 one 0ur pro-ou- t
was clear and to the point while
fesgor frora whom we must now ,)arti
her delivery was excellent The factjwho
haj watcheJ ua wlth lntere8t
hat she had memorized added greatly
dP8 and in our High
h the
th
to the impression she made, this
u
raaitv
md.ubee" C?mi,e,fd, with a willing hand to help us out of

HOME ENDORSEMENT.

Whooping Cough.
"In February our dauKbter had the
whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart-lanChamberlain's
recommended
it gare his
and
said
Remedy
'Cough
--customers the best of satisfaction. We
found it as he Bald, and can recommend It to anyone having children
troubled with whooping cough," says
Mrs. A. Gobs, of Durand, Mich. For
sale by all druggists.
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EXCELLENT VALEDICTORY ADDRESS

Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Can
Tell You All About It.
Home endorsement, the public expression of Santa Fe people, should
be evidence beyond dispute for every
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experience of friends and neighbors, cheerfully given by them, will carry more
weight than the utterances of strangers residing in faraway places. Read
the following:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "The use of
Doan's Kidney Pills in my case
brought relief from a disorded conTHE
dition of my kidneys that had troubled
'At y
me for some time. I suffered from a
dull, heavy ache in the small of my
back, the attacks always being aggravated by colds and in addition to this,
8 iuuw.
I
I was often distressed by headaches
possible way. May we, as we go out
I
Is
It
difficult
not
to
name
qualmany
was
and dizzy spells.
My attention
lnto the world te a credit to his teach-itie- s
which a man or a woman must
first called to Doan's Kidney Pills
lng for he has trled aiways t0 iay the
have
before either are fitted to carry foundations
about three years ago and I procured
of good citizenship In our
a box at Stripling and Burrows' drug suitably the duties which citizenship llve8 and t0 lnstll lnto our minds love
They
store. Their use proved
that the In Its broadest sense places upon them for our fellow men and our native
them
were genuine. Many articles have been written, and country,
claims made for
For all Coughs and Colds,
on
occasion uiouf ircmrea ueuverea, speciiymg The end has
Off
since
and
whenever
and
Diarrhoea, both in children
come, as come it must
has required, I have used Doan's Kid- the various tequlsltes of good citizen-'ship- ,
and
To all things in these sweet spring
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney
but all these essentials may be
ney Pills and the quick and positive
Stomach Complaints.
days,
obtained warrants my summed un under one head that of
relief
always
I
There is no more efficient
Our
teacher and we scholars trust
obedience
to
laws
of
the
first,
God,
them."
of
high opinion
Our
Liniment and Medicated Oil
Partln feet t0 separate ways.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 and second, to the laws of man.
I
Foster-Mllburthan the INTERNATIONAL
Obedience
to
laws
God
the
of
cents.
carries
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United with it the observance of the moral We part, but In the years to be
laws which the Bible teaches us
Shall pleasant memories cling to
States.
each.
Remember the name Doan's and should control the actions of man in
his family relations and It Is upon the As shells hear Inland from the sea
take no other.
These remedies can be found
family, as a unit, that the foundations j The murmur of the rhythmic beach,
For Sale by all Druggiata and
the great nations of the world have
of
blanks
both
and
Legal
Ssgllsh
Dealers In Medicine
Spanish for sale by the New Mex- been laid. Take, for example, the v'e cannot In the least forget
Roman empire. The family was the
ican Printing company.
The voice that called from dream
The
very core of the government.
and play,
If you desire a clear complexion father was the head of the family and The firm but kindly hand that set
Compounded Solely, By
take Foley's Orlno Laxative for con- his authority was law. He was also
Our feet in learning's pleasant way.
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
stipation and liver trouble as it will the high priest of the family, thus tak
stimulate these organs and thoroughly lng the lead in the religious affairs of And if the world shall link our names
OF NEW MEXICO.
cleanse your system, which is what the household.
With gracious lives and manners
everyone needs in the spring In order
New Mexico
Control
Attached to the family there were a
fine,
to feel well. Sold by all druggists.
number of clients and slaves. This Our teacher shall assert his claims
And proudly whisper "These were
class of clients was composed chiefly
mine.
of homeless refugees, while the slaves
were merely family property. Above
me iamina was tne clan or gens,
CLOCK
above the gens, the curia, above the WHEN THE
HANDS TURN BACK
curia, the tribe, and finally the city.
Thus we see the entire government
of Rome circled around, and dependTaken from the Daily New Mexied upon, the family. Indeed It would can of May 28, 1889.
be hard to value the Influence which
the family had upon the history and
Information from the soutuern part
that
destiny of Rome. The home was the of the county is at hand today his
cradle of so many of the splendid virt Andrew McGregor met death by
ues possed by the early Romans which own hand on Sunday night last. In
bullet
gave them their power. It was in the a fit of despondency he put a
of
No
brain.
his
particulars
through
atmosphere of the family that the Roreceived
though
been
have
affair
man youth was taught obedience and the
is at
deference to authority, and the many it is thought that a love affair Mcthe
shooting.
of
the bottom
other essentials of good citizenship.
owner of a large
It is not to be wondered at. there Gregor was the half
Chilili. He was about 45
near
ranch
fore, that when the sacred ties of Roman family.' were disregarded God s veara of ase. of the Gallup News- F. A. Blake
laws ignored, and duty to country laid
is a visitor in town.
Register,
aside that Rome soon fell. Anyone
f
If you are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passHon. Justo R. Arniijo, one of the
who studies the lives of the Caesars, most
prominent citizens of Bernalillo
enger Koadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our
Valentian
and
Cleopatra,
III,
is in town.
many
New
over
county,
1909 Models. The wonderful performances of this car
can easily see to what the fall
others,
F. Lummls, journalist, poet,
Charles
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
of Rome was due.
artist and all around good fellow. Is
The fate of Rome should be an ob up today from his hole in the ground
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
lesson to all other nations. When near Isleta.
200
ject
and
pounds luggage.
passengers
the moral laws given by the faithful
Don Telesforo Jaramillo, a well
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on high
and obedient Moses are disobeyed the known citizen of Valencia county, is
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
In town en route home from a visit
nation falls. .
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.
to
his sheep ranches in San Miguel
Our United States is as dependant
upon the family as was the Roman em county.
EARL MAYS,
For Demos tration
Hon. S. D. Baldwin's wife has been
pire. It is in the home that the boys
102 E. Palace Ave.
call Upon
and the girls of today are to be very ul for several aays aciauiiug
is demanding
Santa Fe, N. M.
taught the principles of good citizen him here when busines
at
Cerrillos.
his
presence
ship, and, unless the laws governing
Colonel V. S. Shelby leaves tomor
the family are obeyed, our nation will
row to visit mining property at Az
SfNiSfo surely as did Rome. It Is upon
the parents and the teachers that the tec.
From the Daily New Mexican, May
great responsibility falls. They are the 29, 1909.
ones, who both by example and teachThe President, has appointed Ben
ing, are to instil into the minds of the
M. Thomas of Santa Fe, to be
jamin
children deference for the obedience
OF
of New Mexico.
to Cods' . laws and the laws of our secretary
Mrs. Larkin G. Read died this mornstate and nation. The boys and the
AND
ing at 6 o'clock. Three hours pregirls of today are the ones who, in a vious to her death a son was born.
few years, will have . to carry on the Mrs. Read was in her thirty-fourtMESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
in
government of the United States and year and was highly esteemed
unless they are properly trained in Santa Fe and throughout the Terrihome and school for the duties tory. She was a daughter of SantiA school whose aim is to prepare young men and women the
which are to fall upon their shoulders, ago Valdez of Taos county. The dethey will fall in their undertaking and ceased, beside the newly born son,
for practical life under modem conditions. Complete
the nation will fall.
leaves a boy of ten years and a girl
Mechanical
in
in
offered
are
courses
conto
Obedience
men
laws
Agriculture,
the
of
of five. The funeral will take place
College
and
in
laws
sists
observance
the
from the Cathedral tomorrow
of
the
Household EcoC'vil and Electrical Engineering and
which control the actions of man in the following will officiate as pall
his relations to his fellow men. These bearers: Jose Segura Luciano Baca,
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and AgriculTeofilo Martinez,
laws are based on the Divine laws and Vincente Mares,
are to serve as a protection to men Atanaslo Romero, Aniceto Abeytla,
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
The New Mexican will not be puband women, and in order that the afcourse. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
tomorrow on account of Declished
fairs of the nation may run more
oration
'
Day.
these
smoothly, it is necessary that
.
for self support.
Governor Bradford L. Prince has
laws be enforced, otherwise no man's
accepted an invitation to make an
life or property would be safe.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
The majority of men obey these address at White Oaks on July 4th.
A. Staab returned this morning
laws as a matter of course, because
from a successful business trip to
will
they know that if they do not they
'
have to suffer punishment, but the Albuquerque.
Agricultural College, N. Mex;
A. L. Kendal is up from San Pedro
true citizen obeys the laws from a
on business.
sence of duty to his country and beMat
of Hamilton, Is
cause be knows that the nation will in fromClark, mayor
iPecos country. He is
the
be juBt so much better if he does his sore because his town was taken out
If only of Santa Fe
duty, and obeys the laws.
county and placed In
every man and women in the United San Miguel.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin
in the States would have the proper reverA dispatch from Denver states that
located In the midst of. the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters ence for and submission to our laws, a
gentleman arrived in that city yes
miles west has been thoroughly r tested by the how much better our country would terday and registered at the Ameri
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the be.
There would be no need of jails, can House aa T. P. Sharn of Demlne.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
diseases: Paralysis, RheufolKpring
or any other houses ofUjew Mexico. This morning his room
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's penitentiaries
was broken into and it was found that
punishment.
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
unless he had suicided sometime during the
A
cannot
nation
prosper
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula, there is unison among Its people. Our night by
himself to the bed
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Com United States did not prosper when post with hanging
a
sheet.
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. fioard, lodging and bathItself in the
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50 It was divided against
Bad Attack of Dysentery Cured.
A machine cannot do good
Civil
war.
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets . Denver work when there Is friction between
"An honored citizen of this town
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa. Fe train
its parts. Just so with a nation, it was suffering from a severe attack of
.year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attrac- cannot
do well when there is strife dysentery. He told a friend if he
ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
No! Both ma- could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente among the people.
run smoothly Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
must
nation
chine
and
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 8 a. m. and
In order to accomplish the best re- he felt confident of being cured, he
contagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at 6 p. m., the
soon come when
used this remedy in the West
'bese water contain 1,626.24 trains same day. For further particulars sults.5 Mayandthethetime of the United having
He was told that I kept it in stock and
the
girls
boys
pi aiaanne salts to the gallon, being address:
States shall be taught our laws and lost no time In obtaining it, and was
the citizens both old and young shall promptly cured,' says M. J. Leach,
'
druggist, of Wolcott, Vt Tor sale by
obey them.
ail druggists. , v
"farewell
1
must
we
now
gay
,!t.
at
d,
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New Mexico Military Institute
NEW MEXICO.
of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Armr Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
ROSWELL,

The Wett Point

"A."

men for college or for business

0fc,

Jf.Wf .'TV

i' 'Cth-K-

I

n

I

.

.V

i"ASC

Best

Are The

Through Academic course, preparing young
life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthtets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Valley
the garden
of
of 3,700
West
the
elevation
an
at
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Offtcersnd Instructors, all graduates from statdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL, IAS. W. WILLSON,

f'J

5.)

Superintendent

an
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

I

FORD MODEL T CARS

ROADSTER

&

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

TJNXV

TOURING CARS

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
MECHANIC ARTS

h

fin

JTll

BRSITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

j

General Express Forwarders
"
T-O-

All

Parts of tlie World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent.

J

an

AGRICULTURE

FIVE SCHOOLS j1

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

LIVERY STABLE
PINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. H4CKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

it

W. E.

Garrison,

0J0 CALIEJJTE I0T SPIUJIGS.
Hot-Sprin- gs

HAS. GLOSSOEU.
M.

P.
527

iDiQ

anil

eiglbrg- 8an Francisco Street

Man

Uares anil Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

SALE

ONLY
of the finest

inn
Embroider Itj6
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ALL OP THE VERY
SHOWN INTHIS CITY.
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
EVER

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY

SOLICITED

,

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proorfotor.
.

0JCUst, TioiCocstr

tmm j

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO.
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have been organized in every village and he has two or three inspectors
and town in the country. 'Every watching him, besides the main push
Senator,' he added, as he held aloft at Washington, and unless he becomes
PUBLI8HT
a
bundle of yellow petitions, 'has re- a truckling sycophant to each of them,
INQ
MEXICAN
MINT
COMPANY,
Rt,
NEW
THE
ceived
these circulars. They come he is railroaded out of office and out
FRANK
P, 8TURGE8,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
from
sections of the country and of a job, which, however, Is often a
all
Editor and President.
are
doubtless
signed by people in th? blessing in disguise for a
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
villages and towns indicfted on them,
man gets sick and tired of these
but they come to Senators in the methods which are aimed to strangle
Entered as Second CI&bi Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce,
same kind of envelopes postmarked, all
individuality and ambition.
11.76 'Wall
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six montns, by mail
New York.'
street,
As
the Journal says there is a fearI .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
"Mr. Foster declared that the in- ful amount of
t.00
Weekly, per year
and there
76
carrier
Dally, per montk, by
dependent sugar refiners were not in is besides a woful lack of tact on part
..
six
l.M
months
Weekly,
65
jr month, by mail
flatly,
collusion with the trust, and that the
of the bosses in whose destiny the
.75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mail
trust had nothing to do with the sugforests of the Southwest are placed. If
ar production of Louisiana.
they had tact, such attacks as those
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
"Denouncing the trust as having of the Journal the past few weeks
of honesty would have been avoided, for the
The New Mexican Is tho oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It la cent to outraged every principle
in trade, he still appealed to the Sen- Journal is
published at the town which
trery postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation ate not to strike a blow at the sugar has the district
headquarters; if there
Wiong .ne intelligent ana progressive yeupie ui ui duuuiwodu
industry in order to punish the trust. were tact there would not be the many
"
'They should be punished,' he complaints about Pinchotism; if there
Put stripes on were tact men would not be moved
said, 'like criminals.
them, but do not strike down a dofrt
about like checkers on a checker
mestic industry.' "
board,, and if there were tact there
Voters' are the stockholders who hold ; It is the simple, truth, that these would be much, better understanding
PROPOSITION
A BUSINESS
a stockholders' meeting every two ueiiiuciaiB are geuuig oacK to we and feeling, tt is not the, lack of tact
; Hon. J. F. Hinkle, in- the Roswell
to elect three directors, the teaching of the fathers of their pf those who are doing the real work,
years
Tlailv Record: makes the first real
T
mayor being the president pf the cor party, as every careful, student .. of
IMOuuug,
a6'"5. ,,viC "al1
criticism of the Roswell and the com- poration.
These
director?; govern early national political history knows making,
but the many men, who are
that
Monroe
and
a
well
.of
Madison,
Jefferson,
as
directors
the
mission plans of governing that the the city
In charge of them, who , by .their
siich' as a Jackson 'were leaders of the great nafCew Mexican has thus far noticed. conducted organization
and their overwhelming
pomposity
national
of
of
"protectidV
The
principle
He admits in his communication, how- bank govern the corporation.
resemble
more the officers of
numbers
to the tive industries. In his great work on
ever, that the Roswell plan is supe- superintendent corresponds establish- "Protection and
where there is a
the
army
Haytian
G.
B.
Protection,"
rior to t,he commission plan and his manager or foreman of the
men and ten
for
nine
every
Curtiss, says: "Jefferson continually general
criticisms of the latter are better ment or factory. He is paid a good
five
for
lieutenants
privates,
to
every
referred
beneficence
a
the
of
profounded than his strictures on the salary and he is under bonds to prowell
a
than
duly
organized
business,
tective
his
in
in
ditariff
pubmessages,
the
does
If
the
not,
former. The main, in fact, the only duce results.
lic papers and private correspondence. centralized lor service and not bound
him
of
make
shrift
will
rectors
short
Rosobjection he urges against the
demand Our fourth President, James Madison, by traditions that are admirable in
well plan is that it is conflicting and and the stockholders will
acgained the reputation of being 'the the abstract, but in practice will not
a
directors
the
good
that
give
would lead to divided authority and
Father
of the Constitution.'
He war work out at all, at least not among
confusion. He then goes on to say counting of their stewardship. It is also
to
ox the American people even though they
be
the
author
more
than
and
supposed
that,
that the law provides in respect to simplicity itself,
the
of the first tariff law. may bring results in Germany or in
is
common
it
preamble
is
it
sense,
good,
hard,
councilmen
the mayor and the two
Mr. Madison, himself, introduced that Russia.
that "each shall preside over a de- business.
first tariff bill into Congress, defendsection
partment and in the next
ed and with the aid of his fellow
turns all over to another person to WONDERS WILL NEVER CEASE. statesmen,
If you want anything on earth try
excepting only eight, passhe called the 'superintendent' who is
The following remarkable citations ed it. This
New Mexican want "ad."
a
was
tariff
law
protective
to have the whole outfit It does not from recent Washington dispatches,
of his Country
the
Father
signed
by
"
say the mayor and councilmen may as published in the Chicago
on July 1st, 1789." It is amusing to
I'ROPOSALS FOR BUILDINGS. Departhave such a 'superintendent' if they
will be read with pleasure find the inevitable blatherskite
ment of the Interior, Office of Indian Afsee fit, but 'shall have him. The act tnd amazement by the readers of tne
Washington, J). O., May 22, 1909. Sealopposing protection and advo- fairs.
ed proposals plainly marked on the outside
also provides for an assistant city "New Mexican."
slashes
sealed envelope
of
tbe
in
cating
tariff
the
"deep
"Proposals for
have an
clerk and the city may
was again given to schedules." The New Mexican thinks Buildings, Ohln Lee School, Arizona"', and
"The
challenge
to
addressed
the Commissioner of Indian
auditor of public accounts if deemed those who contend that the Demo- that it is full time
that the people AfTiiirs. Washington. li.O.. will be received
Office
necessary, therefore again making a cratic
Indian
until two o'clock p. m.
tho
at
been
nas
ever
of Indiana should relegate to the rear of
party is now,
June 21. 1909. for furnlslilng materials and
of authority.
conflict and division
and ever will be a free trade party this small-borconstruct
and
to
complete, buildings,
politician, and send labor
The act is altogether too cumbersome, when Senators
for the Ohln Lee School Plant, Navajo
McEnery and Foster a real statesman to represent them etc..
In strict accordance with
Arizona
does
and
Agency,
'
and
confusing
conflicting
of Louisiana addressed the Senate in in the Senate.
the plans, specifications and instructions
not accomplish what it Is intended to favor of a
to bidders, which may be examined at this
high tariff. The sugar.
the offices of the "Citizen". Albuof
office,
better
much
the
plan
do, but it is
and
was
under consideration,
schedule
THE CONSERVATION POLICY AND querque, N. Mex., "New Mexican", Hanta
the two provided for in the act." Of me Liouisiainaus lumieu
Ke, N. ;Mex
''Improvement Bulletin".
imu
THE FORESTS,
Minneapolis, Minn., "Construction News",
course, Mr. Hinkle's criticism is bas- to the $43,000,000 annual value of the
111., "American Contractor".
The Albuquerque Morning Journal, Chicago
ed upon a confusion of the legislaIII.. Builder and Contractor" Lob Ancrop under tne Dingiey prosugar
U. S, Indian Warehouse. Chicago.
act
The
geles
fill,,
tive and executive powers.
Ar(nn' aot no pnmnnrpil Tvith the though praising the Conservation Pol- - III., St. Louis, Mo Omaha. Nebr.. San
Franvests the legislative powers , altockb tne uorest Keguiations. It cisco. Cel.. New York. N. Y. Builders A
under the Wil - ilcy
annual
crop
$4,000,000
Minn
,
St.
Traders
two
Omaha,
Exchanges.
Paul,
me popular ODjeciion is not Nebr,, Minneapolis,
gether in the mayor and the
ttjs;
son revenue act.
Minn.. Northwestern
councilmen. It also gives the mayor
so much to the withdrawal of the Manufacturers, Association, St. Paul, Minn.,
at the Navajo Agency. For further
and each councilman certain executhe ?
and ut" and
address Peter Paquetto. SuperDemocrats made Jand s'
particulars
while
the
to
as
speakers
so
defined
well
tive powers,
y useless regulations which are en- - intendent, Fort Defiance, Arizona. R. G.
no
outcry
Commissioner.
avoid the conflict that the critic
- VALENTINE, Acting
advised his' ...... "i . many vases, sucn as Dre- "Mr AfWnprv hnlrllv
speaks of. The duties of the super'
'
animals from grazing or watere venting
intendent are merely administrative. Democratic friends to
t
wltMn regme H
ion
to
the ample and nail protec
principles u
He bears the same relations
tQrs on m neralPands
He de-- i
,"up
city government that does the city to the Democratic masthead.
ln
ser
ve
from worktag
f o"1"-- - limits
marshal or the street supervisor to dared protection' to M In the line of
i not the conserve
trie preseuc iorm or government. He Democratic poncy since tne Republic J"1'
t'n policy, per se, that is objected to
,
merely unites these offices in his began,
that
"After Mr. McEnery entered upon ' hy the Public, hut the
person, centralizes and unifies them
so to speak. He is under $5,000 bond his speech many Republican Senators nas been allowed to go with it."
Who Looks Ahead
Tne Journal is entirely misinformed
for the faithful performance of his crossed the chamber and sat in rapt
duties but is absolutely under the attention near by. Senator Aldrich,;on this subject it seems, except as to
Is the fellow who protects
There are no
his savings with a good Fire
direction of the mayor and the city Sutherland,
Gamble, Scott,
Page, the
Insurance policy. He feels
council and has no legislative pow(Mich.), Bristow, Root, Brad-- : Btrlctions on prospectors within forest
secure when his buildings
ers of his own. Instead of being ley, Crawford, Burton, Johnson and reserves. They are free to prospect
are curling up in smoke.
at
their
sweet
to
their
the
attended
confuswill,
develop
upon
Stephenson closely
cumbersome, conflicting and
ing, the act is brief, simplicity itself words of the venerable Louisiana Sen- claims and to patent them. In fact,
r - r
HIM
tne prospector or the miner has ad- and so clear that any person can ator.
'
..
"One of the features of the discus- - vantages on the forest reserve that he
understand its provisions, wherein it
It will pay YOU to promost municipal legis sion was that several Republican does not have on the public domain or
differs from
tect your property in like
Senators including Beveridge,
took the private land grants outside of it.
lation in force at present.
manner. A policy in a good
However, it is not perfect. It mere the other side of the question, advo- - As to grazing, while there are restrlct-catinis what you want.
company
,
sched-in
betslashes
to
tariff
an
the
elect
deep
tlons, they are necessary to save the
opportunity
ly gives
Ask us.
ter men and to achieve results by ulerange and with it the grazing industry
GEO. M. KIN SELL
oenaior amveiy, oi inuiana, sounu- from utter destruction. In case of
centralizing instead of scattering. It
294 San Francisco St
invites a getting together of busi ed the only note from the Democrats emergency, the bars are let down
disa
a
of
on
like
ness and property interests
anything
partook
tlreiy. a8 on the Pe(!0fl TASfirV(, thia
business basis, a basis cordant sound as compared with the spring when special permission was
which is the exception under pres- addresses of Foster and McEnery. given for 25,000 head of
sheep to graze
ent political ward methods. As a His complaint was that the maximum-minimu- within Its boundaries, but
thus far ap
schedule might make the
rule, for instance, the mayors of San
less than 10,000 have
for
plications
ta Fe have been superior, able men, whole act unconstitutional, because it v.
'
but too often the majority of the city delegated to the executive legislative
No, there is nothing the matter with
8 not warranted by the Con- council did not measure up to this
hQ
regulations and reatrlctloi:Si
FOR THE SICK
standard, illustrating the- tendency
can
The cma
"
for
'A
carevenue
tariff
that it is easier to elect men of
only,' said ?er
con- reserves and a
8AN,,Tg!?,UM
pacity in the city at large than it Senator McEnery, 'was never con- without
servation
policy
regulations,
Is to elect men of that kind from the templated by the builders of our
SANTA PE,'N. M.
But " 18 because these regulations are
wards, just as the President elected great constitutional structure. Free
a
administered
bunch
of
technical
by
$16and up per week.
by the United States at large towers trade or tariff for revenue only has
in ability and conscientiousness above no place in our system of government, theorists sent here to make a show-Ntariff can be levied without car- - lnS that the forest reserve policy Is
the average Congressman elected by
falling in such disrepute. Here there
is
made
districts. This same point
rying protection in any degree.'
D M. HOOVER & SON
indeed. A visit to
"No tariff, he contended, was ever 18
Eliot of Harvard
by
to
the
reveals
quarters
'
unsophisticated
by any Democratic Congress
University in discussing the commisBuilders and Contractors
sion form of government, whose ad- or signed by any Democratic Presi- - cw or sheep man suites of private
:
sum-oand
to
dent
f
inner offices, push buttons
without involving the principle
PLANS & ESTIMATES
vantage he says is that it has offered
Even
nion
and
the
Wilson
law
"universal suffrage a good chance to
stenographers
Furnished on short notice
graphophones
protection.
select the right kind of men to gov- 'was quite notorious for some of its to receive dictation. He succumbs to
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
ern. These commissions have given protective features.'
jan air of official dignity that is awe- cities business like government. I be"Raising his voice and for the timf Inspiring and in nine cases out of ten
lieve there is no exception to that abandoning his set speech, Mr. Mc beats a hasty retreat, either to the
rule. They have all done that, and Enery said:
range, or to the nearest newspaper of- '"It is gratifying that at this ses-- flee to tell how he is oppressed by the
they have been composed of American
citizens of the right sort, who have sion of Congress we notice a grea forestry service. These thirty or forty
&
shown themselves to be botn capable change of opinion among Democrat. chiefs and chieflets, clerka and clerk-whare voting for a duty on raw lets, stenographers and inspectors,
and honest, and have, therefore, proTelephone No I4ti Red
vided efficient ' and honest govern- material, although at one time free must make a showing at Washington,
OTTO RETSCH.
MRS.
ment. C&h we see a reason for this raw material was considered a cardi-- j They promote and demote the men
principle of the Democracy.'
JflhWr;'"' selection of governors now
lng the actuai WOrk in the forests;
The Louisiana Senator stated that
by eight or nine American comthey vlslt and revisit and Inspect to
munities, this selection' of competent T . fvrfcm .he CUld dls,cover the AI" beat the band; they write reams of
bill imposed no injury to
and honest servants? I think I see
any!re orta ,As soon a8 a man who
selecsuccessful
this reason for the
i6re
added; 'comes in real contact with the people
Nri' ,he
in any f'in
tion universal suffrage has never iL schZlP??nv
and about the forest reserves
unon the
before had anything like so good a
i j
' chance to elect or select good adminpeople.'
sent to another reeither
he
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service,
"Senator Foster whose address
istrators. The ballot for a commis-- serve or squeezed out to make room
Bion is very short. Consequently, the
from
. a for some cousin or schoolmate
Toters can make an intelligent dis thnt. Of bffl nnlloocrua votrlanrA
How
else
somewhere
lit
or
the
east,
crimination.' ' Moreover the elections tariff historv of h mrrtrr an
re- are
the
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tle
the
people
tO
fact.
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ed
thf
that, alt
TVimn.,
are all at large, and ward elections
'be
from
the
fact,
gauged
garded m&?
are totally eliminated." The World's cratic and Republican, had maintain- - that
at the end of the fiscal year the
ed the protective principle with re.
cities
out
that
eight
work in ppintlng
wrd is generally passed around quiet- ara minrnssfiill v nnera.tlne this form gard to sugar.
tnat tnere 18 sucn ana 8Ucn a sur"
"Replying to Senator Smith of
of government, Galveston, Houston,
still on hand; that it would be a
Mr.
plua
GerFoster
said the
AuBtia, Dallas, Des Moines; Chelsea, Michigan,
to return it to the treasury and
shame
mans
own
their
more
charge
people
Haverhill and Gloucester, evidently
that
every effort should be made to
not yet having heard of Colorado for sugar than anybody else. In the
use
it
he
United
Is
by ordering supplies or maStates,
insisted,
sugar
Springs, and that Boston is about to sold
cheaper than in any other coun terial. Every man in the service Is
aiopt it, says: "Ward politics will be
the face of the earth except responsible to half a dozen superiors.
on
eliminated by tbe abolition of wards." try
He must report to a supervisor and
England.
ia other words, the Roswell plan "Mr. Foster
a deputy supervisor, he has
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that
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The'oldest banking institution in New Mexico.
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J j. A. HUGHES,
ice President.

1

.

Assistant Cashier.

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS.

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brancaes.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on air kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and selln bonds and
stocks in all mrke. fprjts. cutpmer3.,Buy:Ard sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are geu bj any monev transmiting agency
'
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
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FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
JShort Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.
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RATES 60c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 60cAND76o
AMERICAN PLAN
'
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK
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G FRANKLIN FLICK

Attorney Charles C. Catron has left
on a business trip to New York.
Hon. T. B. Catron is still in Chicago on financial and legal business.
Hon. H. O. Bursum is still at his
sheep ranch at Ozanne, in eastern
L'oorro county.
Cattle Inspector E. E. VanHorn has
returned from a trip to the Estancla

Capital Stock

$50,000.
k
UNITED

STATES

valley.

Attorney General Frank
has returned to his home at

BANK AND

TRUST CO.

V.

Clancy

Albuquer-oue-

.

Eugenio Rudolph of Las Vegas, is
Samuel
the guest of his
Romero of this city.
Hon. and Mrs. Powell Stackhouse,
of San Antonio, Socorro county, are
visitors at Albuquerque.
G. A. Dahlgren, contractor from La
Junta, is a visitor in town today. He
is stopping at the Claire.
B. F. Panky, came in from Galistep,
at noon today on one of his regular
visits. He is a guest at the Claire,
"
Judge" M. T. Moriarty of Morlarty,
returned' to his bailiwick this "after
noon after a business visit in Santa
Fe.
Mrs. J. D. Barnes, wife of the Wells
Fargo agent is in town, having arrived from Moriarty to spend several
days.
P. C. Copple and wife of Oklahoma
City, are in town today seeing the
sights. They are guests at the
son-in-la-

SANTA FE, N. M.
PKP08IT your7noner tth the bank that take
care of its customers at all times. We want your
business with the assurance that yon will receive
nee
fair treatment. The growth of our; business sine
tells Its own story , CmeJtt to see
ember
'
are at your service,

?

I

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.

I

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN

J

N. B. LAUGHLIN

FLICK

W.S.DAVIS

A.J.GREEN

R.H.HANNA.

J. B.

LAMY

We Can Furnish Your House in
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS
i

r

RUGS AND

T

j
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ft

H

Part

v

AXMINSTER
CARPETS

TAPESTRIES,

oi

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
'

WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

REPAIR

I

in

FURNITURE;

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
..HOUSE FURNISHERS

Phono

:

'"AND UNDERTAKERS

No. 10

Phona

FIST

HIE

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

PAGE FIVE.

Assortment
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OF MILLINERY

ALSO NECKWEAR
MISS
SOUTHEAST

AT

MUGLER.

A

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
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Assurance

Denver Colorado.

Company
X

;

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co
of the Southwest
A

BERGERE, Manager for

AV

anta

F,

N. M.

Mexico
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THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ASSORTMENT OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC-MAKES
EVER SHOWN AT

Rxander's Garacre

o

Representing the Mitchell, Moline, Mclntyre and Zimmeraan
Factories.; These Jactories are noted for their excellent cars, who, instead of building down to a cheap price car, build up to a machless
standard, as good a car as a man would care to own.' The Mitchell
people have built $11,000,000 worth of cars within the paBt few years;
and their current year's production will equal 18,000 cars.
The Moline car occupies a position of high favor among automobile users. Models "K" and "M" for 1909,. are two models of still
higher excellence than their satisfactory models of last season, and
have proven themselves the cars for anywhere.
.
High wheelers in solid rubber tires' are represented by the Mclntyre and the Zimmerman cars. These cars can be furnished in 26
styles of commercial and passenger combinations from $250 up.
The people realize that the motor driven vehicles have proven
good and is here to stay. It is erroneous to suppose that only expert mechanloar engineers can own and operate a motor driven car,
many ladies drive, their cars.
At present quotations they are relatively cheaper thut horses-che- aper
to maintain, In It's adoption you take nothing from the
horse except that part which can better and cheaper be done with the
motor vehicle. You drive the car yourself. You get the real lest of
motoring by handling the levers and steering the car yourself.
' Free road demonstrations
are given to Interested parties any time.
;

:

810

O. W. ALEXANDER

an Uranelaco Street

bought low arjd are willing to
give our customers the benefit
ALSO

SOUP.
Chicken
la Cream.
BOILED.
Ham with Mustard Sauce.
ROAST.
K. C. Prime of Beef Au Jus.
Chicken with Dressing.
ENTREES.
Spagetti, Spanish Style.
Jenny Lind Pan Cakes.
VEGETABLES.
Mashed Spuds.
Buttered Beets.
DESERT.
Lemon and Applie Pie.
Chocolate Ice Cream.
Tea.
Ice Tea.
Coffee.

Nor-mandi-

Rev. J. W. Purcell has returned
from Stanley and next week will
leave for his new home at Monticello,
Arkansas.
J. W. Collier, an officer of the
Mounted Police, from Eatancia, is in
town on a visit. He is registered at
the Claire.
J. H. B. Gilmour, ranch owner on
the upper Pecos, was an arrival in
town yesterday. He is quartered at
the Claire.
Richard Dunn, a lumber man from
Gascon, was a noon arrival today. He
It is an admitted tact tnai real esis here to visit his daughter attending
tate, financial men md merchants all
Loretto Academy.
ot ay that quickest and best results
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Bunker,
town
in
obtained by advertising '- -. the New
are
Hutchinson, Kansas,
taking in the sights. They are quar Ifexkan,

tered at the Palace.
J. A. Smith and daughter, Miss E.
TMs
Interest Mothers
J. Smith, of Manassa, Colorado, are
visitors in town today. They are
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
.
guests at the Claire.
a Certain relief for
Children,
C. F. C. Kanen, incorporation clerk
Bad Stomach,
Headache,
Secin the office of the Territorial
move and regTeething,
Disorders,
a
on
to
Roswell
has
gone
retary,
ulate the Bowels and destroy Worms.
brief business visit.
Hon Solomon Luna returned today They break up colds in 24 hours.
to Albuquerque after several weeks They are so pleasant to the taste and
mountains harmless as milk. Children like them.
spent in the Magdalena
Over 10,000 testimonials of cures!
looking after his sheep interests,
They never fall. Sold by all druggists,
the
delivered
Dr. B. S. Gowen, who
Don't accept any
commencement address to the High ,25c. Asy today.
(substitute.
School graduates last evenirig, left
this forenoon for his home at Las

OPERA

Harry W. Kelly and daughter Helen have left Washington and after a
brief visit in Pennsylvania will return to Las.. Vegas some time next

OF

FURNITURE
-J-

Santa Fe, N.

M.

of

Saint Francis.

Colonel George W. Prichard and Dr.
J. P. Wagner left Washington, D. C,
for Santa Fe today. Both had much
success In interesting capital in the
new hotel proposition.
Mrs. Bloom, daughter of Judge and
Mrs. John R. McFie, will arrive in
Santa Fe from Mesilla rark on June
Hot
9, and will go to Ojo Caliente
Springs with her sister, Miss Amelia
McFie to spend several weeks.
Yesterday afternoon J. F. Miller,
proprietor of the Valley Ranch, drove
over on a visit to Santa Fe from the
ranch. with the following party: A.
R. Hodge, Stewart Logan, Miss A. M.
Coe, and W. R. Gaston.
The party
is stopping at the Claire.
This afternoon a nartv nt Santa
Feans left for the Cliff Dwellings
Where HlflV will snanri fiunInir anri
Monday returning here Monday evening. The party consists of George
H. Van Stone, wife and children, Miss
Boyle, Miss Grygla and Messrs. Mor
ris Thomas and A. H. Brodhead.
M, R. Otero register of the local
land office will leave for Albuquerque
tonight, where he will. spend Sunday
and Monday with : his family. His
wife, daughter and grandchildren will
leave shortly for a three months visit
to California.
They go direct to
Los Angeles and will then visit other
points. The most of the time will be
spent at Long Beach.
The Fifteen Club met Friday after
noon at the home of Mrs. Weltmer.
This meeting was the final one of the
season and a number of friends were
present ag guests of the club. In
place of the usual quotations, original'

kinds of the latest in
Hall Trees,
All

Chiffoniers,
Dressers,
Sideboards,
China Closets,
Rockers Chairs,
&

Limericks
Innovation

Were

asked for; and this
so pleasant a

proved

Tables

-

WHEN Y01R HOUSE IS ON FIRE
It is

too Ute'to repair leaky Hose
Try Our 5 & 7 Ply Now

wATER!

g

Soe our Un of
Tjiwn Hose, Hose
Furnishing etc. .
All Kinds of Gar-io- n

Implements.
Iron and Wive
Fencing, the best
In the Market.

EVEN THEN KEEP COOL

Everything in

s,

Refrigerators

& Fre ezers

Summer Wear For Men
GET AWAKE AND SAVE YOUR
NICKELS AND DIMES BY PURCHASING YOUR OUTFIT AT THE
"RACKET".
Few mens collars are four-ply- .
Cut up some and see.

Our Corliss-Coocollars,
2 for 25cts, are four
ply.
n

White dress shirts 75ctsto
11.50

U

s

Splendid line good work
shirts blue shambray etc,
50cts.
Shaw-kni- t
and Bear brand gnarartfed "Sox" as
good as the best at the popular price 25cts
Porosknit underwear shirts and drawers $1.00
suit, you can tell it by the label.

Fine Derby-ribbe-

OUR

d

riIVCO

underwear 60cts the suit.
are marke down to start
on, do not ask for cut rates
ITHE

THE ONE PRICE
STORE

THE CASH
STORE

Racke t Store

COFFEES &TEAS
MICH

USTIN-

WK CAN 8AVK YOU MON'KY

HOUSE

A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
week.
Every
Evening 7:30 and 8:45.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, of Las VeMatinee
3:30 p. m.
Saturday
gas, president of the Legislative
moving
pictures,
Council, was an arrival on last
Illustrated Songs,
night's train.' He is a guest at the
Only Licensed Films Shown
Palace.
Admission
10 and 20 cents
Among well known officials at
5 cents.
Children
Matinee,
M.
C.
this week were Judge
'
Evening Show it 7:30 and 8:30.
Mechem of Tucumcari; Colonel W.
H. H. Llewellyn of Las Cruces
and
Captain David J. Leahy of Las Vegas.
A. G. Pollock, special agent of the
Indian Service, is in Santa Fe for a
week or ten days, having just returned from an official trip among the In
dians of southern California and Arizona.
THE LEADING
Miss Emma W. Goebel, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Goebel, who has
been attending the New Mexico
Agricultural College in the southern
part of the Territory is at home to
spend her vacation.
Invitations are out by Mrs. F. B.
SOLE AGENTS FOR
Delgado, to the wedding of her daughter, Maria Lucia, to Newton Frank
IE &
Thompson, on Wednesday morning,
June 9, at 9 o'clock, at the Cathedral

NEW

A

CAR

Lettuce.

--

Automobiles

We

SUNDAY DINNER.
Thirty-Fiv- e
Cents.
RELISHES.

H.S.KIIE

II

ART SQUARES

Cofonado Cafe

Vegas.

NEW LACE CURTAINS

LATEST

Dont fail to see our bargains in

rrature as to receive an encore, and
the program ended as It began with
Limericks. The other numbers were
a paper on Weir Mitchel by Mrs
Walter; one of Alice Brown's short
stories, "The Other Mrs. Dell," read by
Mrs. Weltmer, and current events.
Some musical selections were furnished by the guests, Mrs. Hayes, Mrs.
Bean and Mrs. VanStone, assisting delightfully in this part of the entertainment. Refreshments were served and
the club adjourned feeling that another had been added to its list of
pleasant "guests days."

,

Catron Block

1909 Models II
on Sale at fit

Mail Order Solicited.

fill

No. 10

Vatiooa) Life

Phone No 83.

CORNER PLAZA

Fever-ishnes-

The Colorado

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

ePUMl

wOrrfcfc.
Every cup made from

INSURANCE

Chase & Sanborn's
High Grade Coffee
is always the best, always i
the same. Those who
discriminate, find in Chase &
aanoorn's CoSee a aualitv
is unequalled in any
oiner.

'

u

I

from 25cts lo 40cts
per lb.
Teas from 40cts to 80cts

per lb.

FRESH STRAWBERRIES
received three times a

I1L

HI

ESTATE'

T

BOB

have just completed arrangements to handle large
tracts of Agricultural, Grazing and Timber lands in Texas
and the Republic of Mexico, besides the large number of
good propositions we have to effer in New Mexico. These
are SPECIAL BARGAINS; prices and terms right.
Fox rxticialsir Call on ox JLddiee
We

C

O
1

19

WATSON & COMPANY
UPPER SAN FRANCIS
SANTA FE,

CO STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

PHONE
RED

189-

-

week
Also

EVERY MORNING

Hint
TKEit.

Drink
Pabst
DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

'Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

Railroad; Time Table.

exico Central

flew
N04
Dm

0
21.8

4pm

408

29pm

60.6
68.6

e:3pm
6

52.4

pm
pm
pm

45

6

7 09
7 32
7 47 p m
8 20 pm

80.0
91.7
99.2
115 6

9
7

30pm
35am
U sam

861
1.159
T378

am

319

am

2i0

8 00

il

03

8 TJA T

MILKS

pm

1

RKAD UP

RKAD DOWN

4 25
5 08
6

1

0

N 8

Santa Fe

"

Molntosii

AJ'

E STANCH A

Kennedy

Stanley
Morlarty

Ar
"

8,CI

12 42

3
2
1

b,24

'l
"
Lv.
Lv.
"

Kansas City
8t. Louis
Chicago
Kl Paso
Roswell

2

8,130

05pm
18pm
39 pm
115pm
12 58 pm

"

Progrew
Blanca
Torrance

"
Ar.
Ar.
"

7,013
Of 8
.357

"

Wllllarct

'

N0.3

Ar.
"
"

Lv,
"
"
"

''

Altitude

38
11 06
11

w3Im
ft 00 pm

"

p m
p uu

55

3J0Q

'

1 30

leaves Santa Ke Monday, Wednesday and Friday
Leaves Torrance Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at 7.30 a. ra
Passenuers so desirliiK will be allowed to ride on these trains

SUMMER
Tourist Hates
SANTA FE N.M.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

$35.35
$44.35
DENVER, COLO.

Comoany,

$21.10
PUEBLO, COLO.

$16.35
COLORADO SPRINCxS,

Miles From

oTATtnMsil

$18.15

No 2

Raton

DAILY

CITY OP MEXICO
10

10
10
10
11

U
U
12
12
1
8
1)4

4
4
15
6

00
12
86
60
06
20
46
20
46
80
60
15
46
56
50
15

a.m.

El

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

m.
m.
m.
m,
m
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m,
p m.

11
16
20
26
81
42

p. m.
p. m.

5S5:S:

Thompson
"
" Cunningham
Clifton House Junction "

Arr.
LT.
"
"
"
"
"
"

42
49
68
66
68
77

-

,. 10 p.m.
7. 28 p. in.
7. 46 p. m.

"
"
"

",

49

p.m.

Ni M.
"
"

Lv. Des Moines,
" Rumaldo.
" Dedman
" Capulln
" Vigil

0

i""

ratow N

M

Clifton House Junotlon
Preston
Koehler
Koehler Jnot.

Oolfax
Uerrososo

Lt.

.""

"
"
"
"

49
46
88
82
29
24
18
7

Arr- -

Lt.

Lt.
"
"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"

0
1
11
28
20
88

m,
m.
m.
i
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m
m.
12 05 p. m.
91140 .a.m.
11 06 a' m.
6 80 p,
6 16 p.
65 p.
4 86 p.
4 26 p.
8 65 p.
8 80 p.
2 55 p.
2 80 p.
12 25 p.

1116
10 15
9 48

41

n

oimarronn.m.

Nasb
" Harlan
" Ute Park

86
89
84

"
"

Arr,

Lt
"

N. M,

"
;"

"

50
68
69

7 40
7 26
7 00

;;

a.m.

Ry.

at Cimarron,

N. M.

Cimarron, N. M., Is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Oeato,
'
;
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.;
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Ellzabethtown,
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baidy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Quests, Ranches do Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

e. J, DEDMAfti
Superintendent
RATON,

N

$67.30

W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
V- Pres. and Gen
Mgr. Gen- Pass- Agent
-

-

-

RATON. N.

M.

N. JH.

RATON,

Ni- -

SEATTLE, WASH.,

$55.90
TICKETS will be on sale dally
Juno 1st. to Sept. 30th. Good for
return passage until October 31st.
1909.

of United States Canada and Mexico,
via the SANTA FE.

SALT LAKE CITY
ROUND TRIP
FROM

Santa Fe,

iDates of Sale May 29, 30. 31.
limit 60 days from date of sale.

REUINON
Alamogordo N. M,
$13.40

TRAVEL VIA

New Mexico Central

Is.

CLOSE CONNECTIONS
FAST SCHEDULES

TO EL PASO
and Return

$3.25

Dates of Sale, June 6, 7,
and 8 Return limit June

Uth,

1909.

W.

EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

'

loiite
1

Through the fertile San Luisl valley, Also to the
Can Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive literature, etc. call on or address.

0

11 HOOPER, O. P.

Denver, Cclo.

June 1 & 2
June 24 to July
July 27 to Aug.

Return limit Oct
Stop-over- s

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the

41

MANUEL R. OTERO,

THE CHEERING CUP
BRINGS DEATH

Register.

Palace.

and Mrs. L. A. Bunker, Hut Indulgence in Strong Drink Brings
Horrible Death to Navajo Herdchinson, Kansas; F. H. McGee, Chier at Albuquerque.
cago; C.A. Carruth, P. Stlmmel,
E. Sullivan,
J.
Denver;
Charles A. Spiess, Las Vegas; J. C.
Jose Apodaca, a Navajo Indian, was
Neal, R. E. Smith, Kansas City.
asphyxiated in his room at Old AlClaire.
buquerque yesterday. Apodaca was
M. T. Moriarty, Morlarty; C. A. Wil under the influence of liquor when
son, Kansas City; A. R. Hodge, he retired the night before. He lit
Stewart Logan, Miss A. M. Coe, W. a candle which fell on the bed IgR. Gaston, J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch; niting the bed and then the Indian
J. H. B. Gilmour, Pecos; J. W. Collier, had thrown himself across the bed
Estancia; J. A. Smith, Miss E. J. with his clothes on. The dense
Smith, Manassa.; J. F. McEran, Den- smoke finally called In neighbors who
ver; G. A. Dalhgren, La Junta; F. found Apodaca dead on the floor, he
Farmer, City; C. E. Jones, Denver; having rolled off the bed evidently
F. L. Kern, Chicago; J. A. Wood, Kan- and thus extinguished the fire in his
sas City; H. B. Means, Frank H. clothing although the bed was still
An inquest showed that
Means, SaynucaJ, Colorado.
burning.
Normandie.
death had been caused by asphyxiaJ. E. Tindell, El Paso; J. Warden, tion. Apodaca was 51 years of age,
Durango; P. C. Copple and wire, Ok- a
Navajo, who as a boy
lahoma City; L. G. Zucker, Denver; had been adopted by Mariano Armijo
R. E. Pacey, El Paso; R. V. Clark, who raised him to manhood.
RecentWatrous; Edward J. Falk, Wausaw, ly he had been employed on a sheep
Mr.

ranch.
Coronado.
W. L. Caster, Monte Vista; M. C.
For a burn or scald apply Chamde Baca, Las Vegas; R. I. Zook, Kan- berlain's Salve. It will
allay the pain
sas City; A. G. Suesman, Espanola; almost instantl. and
quickly heal the
Juan Fernandez, Truchas.
Injured parts. For sale by all drug-

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile;
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The

fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
manager, Automobile Line.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-- u
1 a r
communication
.first Monday of each
month
at
Masonic
i
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
(

A

Santa Fe Chapter

"No."

1"

R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonie
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

gists.
Rheumatism, and a trial
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or Tablets is being CHARGE IT
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Snoop,
UP TO DRINK
of Racine, Wis. You that are well,
get the book for some discouraged,
disheartened sufferer! Do a simple Not a Day But That Intoxicants
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Cause a Murder Somewhere In
act of humanity'. Point out this way
1. K. T. Regular conclave
United States.
to quick and certain relief! Surprise
fourth Monday in each
some sufferer, by first getting from
month at Masonic Hall at
me the booklet and the test. He will
Oakland, Cal., May 29. In a drunk- 7:30 p. m.
appreciate your aid. Sold by Strip en fury Dominick Cirmella, an Italian
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
ling Burrows Co.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
boot black, who has a stand in front
of a saloon, stabbed J. C. Burlisson,
CLOSING DAY EXERCISES a carpenter eleven times with a pocket Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
knife today, inflicting wounds which 14th degree, Ancient and
Accepted
The following was the program for resulted in the death of the victim five Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
closing day in Miss Hildreth's room minutes later. The cause of the fight on the third Monday ' of each month
which occurred In a saloon was a dis- at 7:30 o'clock in the
yesterday:
evening in
over the payment for drinks, Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
pute
Miss Hildreth's Room.
repeatedly plunged . the Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corDuet Eleanor Jaffa, Dorothy Safford Cirmella
'
the body of his opponent dially invited to attend.
into
weapon
. .
Oration "Travel"
him in the heart.
finally
stabbing
ward
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
..Dorothy Hay
Song
..By the Chorus
Venerable Master.
Oration Irrigation in New Mexico
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
Many weak, nervous women have
...
Mabel Watson been restor . to health by Foley's
,
Secretary.
. . ,By
the Chorus Remedy as it stimulates the kidneys
Song ...
Oration Perseverence
.... so they eliminate the waste matter
B. P. O. E.
Claribel Fischer from the blood. Impurities depress the
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Oration Friendship .... Eleanor Jaffa nerves, causing nervous exhaustion
holds its regular session on the secSong
By the Chorus and other ailments. Commence today ond and fourth
Wednesdays of each
and you will soon be well. Pleasant to
Presentation of Diplomas ...... .
month. Visiting brothers are invited
...
Mayor Jose D. Sena take. Sold by all druggists.
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
The following program was render- Exalted Ruler.
NOTICE.
ed at the First Ward School yesterday
D. SENA, Secretary.
J.
afternoon:
Department of Territorial Engineer,
First publication May 15, 1909. .
Devotional exercises by school .....
....... .Lord's Prayer, XXIII Psalm Last publication June 5, 1909.
Santa Fe, N. M., Apr. 22, 1909.
America
Song by School
New Mexico Central Railroad
Notice
is hereby given that on the
Recitation ...The Village Blacksmith
5th day of April, 1909, in accordance
James Weltmer.
with
26, Irrigation Law of
Dramatization of Song
;it 1907, Section
Messrs.
Martinez,
Phillips,
"Wake Up Little tSeed"
Characters Little Seed, Raindrops, Bryan, Myers and Black of Taos
county, of Taos, Territory of New
Sun, Spring.
Selection From Hiawatha Mexico, made application to the Terri
Reading
IS. M.
school
..."Robin Dear" torial Engineer of New Mexico for a
'Song by
Public
from
to
the
permit
appropriate
Little Birdie
Recitation....
Waters of the Territory of New Mex'
Manuel Torres.
A book on

A. R.

to T. A."
F. H. cTWcBRIDB, Agent.
Santa Fe, N.

tt

Alamogordo,

Calisthenic.

'Flag Salute.

SAN FRANCISCO

TO

DENVER

1--

REUNION

$45.20

Direct

MSB

6.

CALIFORNIA

El Paso, Texas,

Passenger Agent.

CO.

1--

1--

.

EL PASO TO
ALAMOGORDO
and Return

$35.20

V. R. STILES
(General

Return
"

G. A.R.

EAST - WEST

E. P.

N. M.

$30.00

TRAVELING

I

THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR
Atlanta, Ga.

IV

IX

Wisconsin.

I)w Excursion rates .to all parts

i

Northwestern

per bottle of druggists. Book
of raluublo iiitorniutiou mailed free.
11.00

full-bloo- d

PITTSBURGH, PA.

a. m.
a. m.

Connects with E, P.
8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawton, N.
M., 6! 15 p. m.
Connects with E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & 8. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Molnts as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:0i a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A t. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
I

$52.45

a.m.

a. m.
a. m.

1--

final
year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the Register and Re
ceiver, at Santa Fe, N. Mex., on the
24th day of June, 1009.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Anadeto Contreras,
Apolonlo Lobato and Juan Tafoya, all
of Santa Fe. N. Mex.

I

An-tonit-

ST. LOUIS, MO.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
Miles From
Dei Moines

uirh

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

$50.35

St. Louis Rocky Mt. &
Railway

ILLS.

CHICAGO,

Laughlln Building

Pacific

eifiAr! anA cairl "if ic
its weight in gold."

TO

Krom Santa Fe to Kansas City J9 hours
'
39
to St. Louis
"
42
toCklCBKO

8408.)

and no home
Notice For Publication.
can be happy without them,
Department of the Interior,
yet the ordeal through which
U. S. Land Office at Sant, Fe, N."M,
the expectant mother must pass
May 18, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
usually is so full of suffering
and dread that she looks for- Romero, of Nambe, N. Mex., who, on
ward to the hour with appre July 19, 1905, made Homestead Entry
Sec. 24; E
SE
hension. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties, No. 8408, for SE
NE
Section
NE
SE
and
so
the
prepares
allays nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings,
25, Township 19 N Range 10 E., N.
little
with
event
but
the
ordeal
she
for
that
the
passes through
system
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of insuffering, as numbers have TT
tention to make
five
1-- 4

at 7,30 am

Tlckots to all parts of the world" Pullman berths reserved Kxcluslve Steamship
J. P. IiYNtt.
Information furnished upon requeet.
Ijlnes Agency.
City Freight and Passenger Agent,

Entry No.

(Homestead

Is to love children,

2

am

am
1028m

600
6U2

"

pm

?'l?m

8.086
6.167
6,244
8,480
750

local Freight Trains

No. 1.
DAILY
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March.
Chorus with FlagsThree Cheers fo1
the Red White and Blue.
What do the Colors of the Flag Say
to us?
We'll Always Try to Live Brave, Pure
and True.
Song Three Litte Sisters.
..Joae Maria Sena
Reading.

Recitation
10
6
31. 1909

Allowed

"Santa Fe

........... Speak the

Truth

Harry Anderson.
.New Mexico
Song by school. .
is Coming
Summer
Sweet
Song ..j.'..
Recitation;.. . I have a Ship a Sailing
v George Miller.
Goodbye School Days
Song
Distribution of souvenirs.
Observation of exhibit work.

ico." Such appropriation is to be made
from Rio Lucero at points 14900 feet
N. 37 degrees, 45 minutes E. from intersection of Rio Lucero with N.
boundary Taos Indian Pueblo reservation.
By means of diversion of
flood waters and 3 cu. ft.
and
surplus
per sec. is to be conveyed to unsur-veyegovernment land in T. 26 N. R.
13 E. by means of ditches and there
used for irrigation of 800 acres.
All : persons who may oppose the
granting of the above application must
fire their objections, substantiated by
affidavits, (properly backed) with the
Territorial Engineer on or before four
weeks from date of last publication
hereof.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
d

Territorial Engineer.

To
ALAMOGORDO
And Return

Dates of Sale June 6th, 7th
aad 8th.
Return Limit June 11th.
J. P. LYNG,
City, Freight &

Passenger Agent.

Summei TOURIST
TICKETS
New Mexico Central

RaM

IN CONNECTION WITH

FOR

rURTHER
INFORMATION,
RATES FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,
etc., CALL ON OR ADDRESS

H. S. Lutz,

A pain prescription Is printed upon
each 25c box of , Dr. Shoop's Pink
Tablets.
Ask your doctor or drug
gist if this formula is not complete
United States Land Office,
Pain means congestion, blood pres
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10, 1909.
sure. Head pains, womanly pains,
Dolores
that
Notice is hereby given
pain anywhere get instant relief from
Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who. on a Pink Pain Tablet Sold
by Strip- EnMarch 15, 1904, made Homestead
Co.
Burrows
ling
try No. 7849 Serial No. 03721, for SE
section 15, Township 14 N. Range
The New Mexicar' Printing Comhas filed
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has on hand a large supply of
pany
notice of intension to make final proof, pads and tablets suitable for school
to establish claim to the land above work, the desk, and also for lawyers
described before Register and Receiv- and
merchants; good everywhere. We
er, at Santa Fe, N. M on the 7th day will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A CARD.
Encarnauon GonsaleB, Pedro GonThin ia to certifv that all druggists
zales,. Atanacio Gollegas, Fernandy are authorized to refund your money
Gonzales, of Pecos. N. M.
if Foley's Honey and Tar fans to cure
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cold. It stons the cough,
,
Register.
heals the lungs and prevents pneumo
nia and ' consumption, voniwas no
opiates. The gtnume is m a yeiww
If yon want aaytnmg ob arta
want
Mexican
package. - Eold by all druggists,
t
a New

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior.

.

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
REV. I. W. WILLIAMSON'S

$10.45

LETTER.

Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington,
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify
that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy
for nervous exhaustion and kidney
trouble and am free to say that it will
do all that vou claim for it." Foley's
Kidney Remedy has restored health
and strength to thousands of weak, run
no ? harmful
down people. Contain
to
is
and
take. Sold
pleasant
drugs
by all druKlstt.

CHICAGO ROCK I&LAKD & PACIFIC

On Sale June 1st to Sept.,
80th 1909.
Good Returning October 31st
1909.

-

To CHICAGO ILL

$50.35

1--

tn

To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

035.35

,
Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other
points.

J. P. LYNG,

City,

Frtiit

i Punmgtr Ait
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will produce timber if planted. A
yearly appropriation for forestation
and national development along the
lines indicated in the Chancellor's
It Hat Smaller Percentage of Forest- speech would ultimately result in immense benefit to the country, and
ed Area Than Any Other
make it far less dependent than at
Civilized Country.
present upon foreign sources of tima
smaller
with
ber
percentage
supply, which, in many cases, are
England,
of forested area than any other civ- decreasing.
ilized country, Is Importing enormous
quantities of wood In various forms. STAMPING OUT
About ninety per cent of all the timSCAB IN WEST
ber she uses comes from her colonies
or other countries, and for It she must
With
pay yearly some thirty million pounds. Forestry Service Will
Bureau of Animal Industry in
The United Kingdom, contrary to the
Its Work.
general Impression, has a great deal
the
waste
could
be
land that
grazing season of 1909,
During
of
profitably
devoted to timber production and the Forest Service will again
with the Bureau of Animal Inmade to supply much of the demand
dustry and the state officials in efforts
for timber by her varied industries.
That the necessity for further de- to stamp out the disease known as
in
veloping the natural resources Is now scab which exists among the sheep
terand
states
Western
number
of
a
the
realized
English
leading
fully
by
statesman is strikingly evidenced In ritories. This work has been carried
the Budget which has recently been on by the Bureau of Animal Industry
introduced into the House of Com- for several years past. The Forest
mons. The Chancellor of the Ex- Service has endeavored to assist the
chequer, Mr. Lloyd George, made a Bureau, as well as the state authorities
In enforcing the law by refusing to
speech of nearly four and one-hal- f
admit
any sheep on a National Forest,
hours in explanation of the many
items and new provisions of the within the prescribed states, that
a certifiBudget.
According to the London were not accompanied by
an incate
of
signed
by
inspection,
Daily News, this speech marked a
In
Animal
of
of
Bureau
the
record unparalleled since the achieve- spector
were
effect
that
to
the
they
dustry,
ment of Mr. Gladstone in the fifties.
In outlining the Budget's proposals free from the disease or had been
for forestation and national develop- dipped in accordance with the regulations of the Bureau.
ment, the Chancellor said that it
In nearly all the Western sheep-raisinmight not bejhe function of the govstates, the state boards, charged
ernment to create work, but that it la
with
protecting the health of the livean essential part of its business to see
have been very active in supstock,
that the people are equipped to make
this disease, and between the
pressing
the best of their own country, and, it
Bureau of Animal Industry, the state
necessary, help it to do so. A state
Forest Service, it
can and ought to take a larger and authorities, and the
been
has
wiped out of
practically
wider view of its investments than instates
and
the
of
greatly redividuals. The resettlement of de- many
duced in the others.
serted and impoverished parts of its
During the season of 1909 the work
own territorities might not bring to
will be continued in the states of Coloits coffers a direct return which would
California and the
reimburse it fully for its expenditure, rado, Utah, Nevada,
Mexico and AriNew
Territorites
of
but the indirect enrictinient of its reis hoped that at the close
it
and
zona,
sources would more than compensate
the results will
for any apparent or immediate loss. of this present year
so satisfactory that considerable
be
Any man who had crossed and recross-- d
parts of this area may also be proEngland from north to south, and nounced free from the disease and rejfrojn east to west, must have been per- lieved from quarantine restrictions.
plexed at finding there was so much
has been found necessary
waste and wilderness nossible in such Wherever it
to burn the corrals, counting chutes
a crowded little island.
and other improvements on a range
"This brings me straight," Mr. Lloyd which were possibly infested with this
George continued, "to the question of disease, the material for new ones has
afforestation. There is a very general been furnished to the stockmen free
agreement that some steps should be of charge by the Forest Service.
taken in the direction. I will not say
of afforesting, but of reafforestlng the
Biliousness and Constipation.
waste land of this country.. Here,
For years I was troubled with bil
again, we are far behind every civiliz- iousness
and constipation, whlcl
ed countr in the world.. In Germany, made life miserable for me. My apfor Instance, out of a total area of
petite failed me. I lost my usual force
acres, 34,000,000, or nearly and vitality. Pepsin preparations and
twenty-fiv- e
per cent, are wooded. Ifc cathartics only made matters worse.
TiVa nna
nf 101 Artrt AAA njivAO onvan: I do not know where I should have
teen ner cent are wooded. In the been today had I not tried Chamber
United Kingdom, out of 77,000,000 Iain's v stomach and Liver Tablets.
at
acres, only 3,000,000-- , or four per cent, The tablets relieve the ill feeling
are under wood. The number of neo- - once, strengthen the digestive funcliver and
ple directly employed in forest work tions, purify the stomach, to do its
the
system
helping
blood,
in this country is only 16,000, and yet
Potts,
the climate and soil of this country are work naturally. Mrs. Rosa
are
tablets
These
Ala.
Birmingham,
just as well adapted for the growth of
all
druggists.
marketable trees as those of the es- for sale by
tates of Germany.
"Recently we have been favored DISTRICT COURT
with a striking report of a Royal comAT LAS VEGAS
mission, which outlines a very comscheme
to
prehensive and
Two Persons Pleaded Guilty, One
for planting the wastes of this counLarto
Other
Forgery and the
try. The systematic operation which
cenyIndictments.
h mm mission racommenda is a. gi
In district court at Las Vegas yesgantic one, and before the government terday, Pedro Montoya, who shot
can be committed to it in all its deValdez through the leg and astails, it will require very careful con- saulted Jesusita Mora with intent to
sideration by a body of experts skilled kill, pleaded , not guilty. Donaclano
in forestry. I am informed that there Lujan, indicted on three counts for
is a good deal of preliminary work fnreprv nleaded euiltv. George Mc- which ought to be undertook before Nagel, alias George Darnell, pleaded
. the
government can safely begin guilty to stealing a set of harness ana
planting on the large scale indicated other articles from the barn of Dr.
In that report.
William Sparks. McNagel Is only 20
was
"I will tell the House what we pro- years of age. Adolfo Apodaca
a
of
of
the
larceny
found
guilty
pose to do: There is a certain amount
not guilhorse.
Jesus
pleaded
Lopez
of money, not very much, spent in this
to the charge of burglary. Fred
country, in a spasmodic kind of way, ty
was indicted for burglary
Farnham
on what I may call the work of nationof the Santa Fe Railcaboose
a
from
al development in light railways, in
In the case of MacKenzle vs.
way.
harbors, in Indirect but very meager McKenzie, divorce, from Union counassistance to agriculture. I propose
Mrs. McKenzie, the defendant, was
to gather all these grants together ty,
$150 alimony and $200 at
granted
into one national development grant,
fees
pending the litigation.
torney's
and to put in this year an additional
sum oi zuu.uuu pounds ipr tnese purIf your Stomach, Heart or Kidneys
poses. Legislation will have to be in- are weak try at least, a few doses
troduced, and I will then explain the only of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In
objects in greater detail, but the grant five or ten days only, the result will
will be used in the promotion of surprise you. A few cents will covschemes which have for their purpose er the cost. , And here is why help
the development of the resources of comes so quickly. Dr.Shoop doesn't
:
the country.
;
drug the Stomach, nor stimulate the
"It will include such objects as the Heart or Kidneys. Dr. Shoop's Res
institution of schools of forestry, the torative goes directly to the weak
nerves. Each organ has
purchase and preparation of land for and failing
nerve. When
own
its
controlling
afforestation,' the setting up of a numnerves
the
fall,
these
depending or
a
ber of experimental forests upon
falter. This
of
must
gans
necessity
large scale, expenditure upon scientells why
vital
truth,
clearly
yet
plain,
tific research in the interests of agriuniverso
is
Restorative
Dr.
Shoop's
culture, experimental farms, the Imsuccess is
Its
successful.
sally
provement of stock, the equipment of
everywhere to give Jt uniagencies for disseminating agricultur- versal
A test will surely
preference.
al instruction, the encouragement and tell. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
the imthe promotion of
as to
so
rural
of
transport
provement
"The New Mexican can do printing
make markets more accessable, the
equal to that done in any of the large
facilitation of all
Our solicitor, every piece of
cities.'
schemes for attracting: labor back to work we turn out Try our stock once
the land by small holdings or reclama- and you will certainly come again.
tion : of wastes. Every acre of land We have all the facilities for turning
brought into cultivation, every acre of out every class of work, including one
cultivated land brought into a higher of the best binderies in the West
state of cultivation, means more labor
of a healthy and productive character;
If you want to feel well, look well
: it means more abundant, cheaper, and and be well, take
Foley's Kidney Rembetter food for the people."
edy. It tones up the kidneys and bladOther authorities estimate that there der, purifies the blood and restores
are but 20,000,000 acres of waste land health and strength. Pleasant to take
In the United Kingdom, and that at and contains no harmful drugs. Why
least half of this area, or 10,000,000 not commence today? Sold by all
acres, is suitable for tree growth and druggists.

ENGLAND IMPORTS
MUCH TIMBER

Why Suffer ?

Cathedral.
Pfntepost Sunday, May "0.
First mass at C o'clock a.

you one of tHe thousands of women
to
suffer from female ailments If so, don 't be discour-

vvKo

T

aged, go to your druggist and get a bottle of Wine of
tJardui. On tne wrapper are lull directions lor use.
During the last half century. Cardui has been
established in thousands of homes, as a safe remedy
tor pain wmcn only women endure. It is reliable,
contains no harmful ingredients and can be depended on in almost any case.

J

It Wffl Help You
Charles

Bragg, of Sweetser, Ind., tried CarM, BHe
writes: Tongue cannot tell how much Cardui has done for me,
Before I began taking Cardui
could not do a day's work. 1
would work awhile and lie down.
shall ahrayi give praise to your
(Hri.

I

I

AT ALL DRUG STORES

g

133,-000,0-

o

--

ts

'

"For every one that asketh recelveth, he that seeketh, findeth and to
him that knocketh It shall be openUnder this heading, the New Mex- ed." "Whatsoever ye shall ask In
ican is willing to publish expressions my name that will I do.
"Call upon
on the local questions now pending, me in the
day of trouble. I will dethat of abolishing the saloons and liver thee and thou shalt glorify me."
that of adopting the Roswell plan of "In everything by prayer and suppli
The communica- cation with thanksgiving let your re
government.
city
tions should not be more than a col quests be made known unto God."
umn in length, should be typewritten
These are a few of the invitations
on one side of the paper, and should 0f our loving Lord to his creatures In
They every time of weakness, trial, dlscour-shoulbe free from personalities.
be signed, not for the purpose agement, helplessness yea, at all
of publishing the name, but as a, times to come to the fountain of
wisdom, strength, light, peace and
guaranty of good faith.
Those who are truly blest conJoy.
WHICH.
WRONG
OR
RIGHT
Hai the writer of "Temperance and tinually draw their supplies of grace
Prolnoition," in a former issue of the and strength from this never failing
New Mexican been simply airing their source. Times of special responsibiliown opinion, then an apology might ty demand seasons of special prayer
be due E. W. G. for not saying "In and consecration.
In view of the election to be held
our humble opinion" such and such
June
7, when it will be shown "Who
deductions
our
but
are
true,
things
is on the Lord's side" we would ask
being based on statements and definitions of the Bible' and Webster's that all such may continually during
week lift their hearts in
Unabridged we did not think of doing the coming
to
the
prayer
giver of all good, imthis.
that His light and truth may
ploring
an
that
believe
Prohibitionists
all darkness and error from all
ounce of prevention is worth a great dispel
in regard to the saloons so
hearts
neverthemany pounds of cure, but
the
that
righteousness which exalteth
less, we think that in their ranks can a nation
may be begun here in our
be found as great workers and help- midst.
of
the
victims
unfortunate
of
ers
the
L. A.

THE PEOPLES FORUM.

-

!

d

i

rum traffic as can be found anywhere.
We believe it better to prevent a
hurt, than try and heal the too often
deadlv hurt. "The bird -- with the
broken pinion never soars as higti
How can E. W. G. uphold
again."
the traffic that he himself designates
as the maker of "unfortunate vic-

tims?"
The making of a prohibition liquor
law, or any other law is only the beginningIt is simply the framing of
an instrument with which, to handle
or control a disastrous or criminal
element.

No law is

"

The very fact that the liquor traffic
and tramples upon all laws
passrd with a view to controlling
them, is an evidence that they are
a lawless, unruly, vicious and danThey never submit
gerous factor.
to the rule of the majority, or to any
rule .unless compelled to. How any
one could apply the terms right or
good to such, an element, we cannot
The "right ' wrongs no
comprehend.
one, but the saloon traffic wrongs every one with which It comes in contact. That the traffic will seek to
evade all restrictive or prohibitive
law is to be expected, but as before
stated, with the same force and penalties behind it, this law can be enforced as well as any other prohibk
tive law. If there were no
or people who wished to do
defies

Ex-Sup- t.

HARVEY,
W. C. T. U.

The Most Common Cause of Suffering.
Rheumatism causes more pain and
suffering than anv other disease, for
the reason that it is the most common
of all ills, and it Is certainly gratifying
to sufferers to know that Chamberlain's Pain Balm will afford relief, and
make rest and sleep possible. In many
cases the relief from pain, which is at
first temporary, has become permanent, while in old people subject to
chronic rheumatism, often brought on
by dampness or changes in the weather, a permanent cure cannot be expected; the relief from pain which this
liniment affords is along worth many
times its cost 25 and 50 cent sizes
for sale by all druggists.

m.

At 9:30 o'clock pontifical mass, celebrated by Mont Rev. Archbishop J.
B. Pltaval.
Music by the choir of
the Cathedral.
At 7 o'clock p. m. sermon by Most
Rev. Archbishop J. B. Pltaval. Music
by the Cathedral choir and solemn
Benediction.
Episcipol.
The Church of the Holy Faith.
Rev. W. R. Dye in charge.
Sunday school at 9:4o a. m. Morning prayer with sermon at 11. Litaat
ny service Wednesday morning
9:30 o'clock.
Seats free. An cordially Invited.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school at 9:43 a. m.
Morning preaching service at 11
o'clock.
Epworth League meets at 7 o'clock.
At 7:45 the annual memorial sermon
will be delivered before the Carleton
Post of the G. A. R. and the Woman's Relief Corps.
First Presbyterian Church.
Sabbath school tomorrow at 9:45
o'clock. A. R. McCord, superintendent.
Morning worship with sermon at
11 a. m. This will be the
closing discourse of the present pastor before
departing to his new field of labor.
The Junior Endeavor Society meets

FOR SALE Good ranch in Tesuque
valley. Call on Henry Pacheco, 306
Palace avenue.
WANTED Sober, capable
Good
in every town.
sition.
Southwestern
Address
porting and Collecting Agency.
New Mexico.

repre-sentati-

WANTED One or two boarders at
the Tesuque Park Ranch. Apply to 0.
C. Watson & Co.

Honest milk cannot, be produced
from $20.00 alfalfa and $2.00 bran and
corn, for 10 cents per quart. On and
cents
after June 1st milk will be 12
per quart. Eggs 35 cents per dozen.
Cows for sale. E. Andrews.
2

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 7888.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1909.
Notice Is hereby given that Fred
Thayer of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 6, 1904, made homestead entry
No. 7SS8, for lots 3 and 5. Sec. 28;
lot
lot 1, Sec. 33, and E 2 NW
1-- 4,

1--

1, Section 34, Township 16 N, Range
10 E., N. M. P.Merldian, has filed no-

Coupon and Dr. Shoop's new book on
Health Coffee sent to any lady requesting them. You can trick any
one by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee at meal time.
Your
visitor or your husband will declare
he Is drinking real coffee and yet
there is not a grain of real coffee in
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee. Pure
grains, malt, and nuts give Health
Coffee Its exquisite taste and flavor.
No 20 to 30 minutes tedious boiling.
"Made In a minute." Try it from
your grocer and get a pleasant surprise. 1
pound package 25c. Sold
Co.
by Cartwrlght-Davi- s
1-- 2

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
Notice For Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 7159.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 26, 1909
Notice is hereby given that Luis
Martinez, of Lamy, N. Mex., who, on
4. 1903, made Homestead EnW 2
SW
7159, for E
SE1-4- .
Sec. 15, T. 14 N. Range 11
M.
E.
N.
P.
has
Meridian,

August

try No.

1-- 2

1--

1--

filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish claim
The New Mexican printing company to the land above described, before
has ready and for sale
and the Register and Receiver, at Santa
correct compilations of the territorial Fe, N. M., on the 16th day of June.
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
the territorial road laws, pprice 60
Teofllo Herrera, Marcelino Garcia,
cents, and of the' territorial mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These Augustin Gonzales, Jose Maria Apodacan be purchased by applying in per ca, of Lamy, N. M.
son or by mail at the office of the
MANUEL R, OTERO,
Register.
company.

DUDROW & M0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMIN6
106 Palace Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

Telephone

141

Night

13

House.

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

T"

AND RETAIL

$4.50 per ton

Screened Raton Lump
JHonero

'

5.25

Cerrlllos "

Bailey, David.

i

s,

tice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
at p. m.
land above described, before the regSenior Endeavor at 6:43 p. m.
ister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on June 16, 1909.
"No Drip" Is tne most clever little
Claimant names as witnesses:
silvered Coffee Strainer ever invent
Nicolas Gutierrez, Guadalupe Maes,
ed. Get one free from Dr. Shoop, RaTomas Maes, and Dolores H. Maes,
cine, Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The
all of Santa Fe, N. M.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, H.
M., for the week ending May 29, 1909.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington:
Arruzoz, Paredilanda.

Collier Son P. F.
Carter, Dan.
Connor, Geo. E.
,
wrong, we would need no laws or
,
Gardner, Miss Luella.
penalties.
Garber, Robert (2)
Persuasion, tears and prayers have
Gunderman. Jim.
been employed against this evil since
Gutierrez, Ramoncita.
the beginning of time, with little efre
and t Garcia, Mr. Jose C.
In later , years license,
fect.
high license have been employed with I Garcia, Mr. Nicolas.
Gonzales, Sabrio.
just as small effect, and now is bes
sensame
to
be
the
Hurly, Marguerite.
applied
ginning
r;
sible remedy that has been effectiveHolliday, Miss Addie.
'
Hogan, Mike A.
ly used with other destructive and
f
Hetzie, C.
criminal agents with which we
"
Jones, Mrs. Mary.
have to deal.
I
At the present time we are in the
Kelley, Mr. Syluanus.
1
Mr.
Tius.
and
Llbay,
handicapped
experimental stage
Lujan, Max.
by adverse interstate commerce rules,
j
Lujan, Encarnacion.
by government interference with
state rights and many minor details,
Luciano, Mr. Vicenzo.
!
As the sentiment grows men will be
McCleary, Mr. G. E.
'
'
McNorgado, Mr. George.
put in office who will respect their
"'
Najer, Paublita.
oath of office, because they will know
Powers, Mr. F. J.
that the people who elected them exK
Rutenbeok, Mrs. M.
pect them to do so and will have
T
Romero, Alberta (2)
their wishes obeyed.
E. W. G. closes his article with: - Steele, Alvin.
Sanchez, Mr. Senofio.
"Yours for the greatest good for the
Varges, Mr. Lodi.
greatest number." Could he by any
Winfrey, Mr. E. D.
stretch of the imagination apply this
la ailing for these letters pleat
to the drinking man's family. Should
we concede (which we do not) that State whether "advertised" or not
. .FRANK W. SHEARON.
drinking was good for the man of the
Postmaster.
family, could any one assert it was
good for his family "The greatest
number?" Hardly, we think.
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other
The right is mighty and will pre- throat troubles are cured by Foley's
vail. When we begin to work along Honey and Tar aB it soothes and heals
the right lines, and for the greatest the inflamed throat and bronchial
tubes and the most obstinate cough
good for all, then we will succeed
and we are succeeding.
disappears. Insist upon having the
P. B. K.
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar. Sold
AN APPEAL.
by all Uruggists.
"Ask of men and I shall give thee."
"All things whatsoever ye shall ask in
If yon want anything on eartn try
prayer, believing, ye shall receive." a New Mexican want "ad."

Clo-vi-

3

LETTER LIST

Bruton, Edna.

po-

Re-

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

6.00
Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Near

AT,8.F. Depot

88, Office Garfield

Phone No.

Avrava,

SOFT DRINKS

The following are suggested to
GINGER ALE,
LEMON SODA

as something cool and Inviting
WILD CHERRY
VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
SAR8APARRILLA
IRON BREW,

the.thlrsty

,

BEER

ROOT

STRAWBERRY
ORANGE

COCA COLA

JUso T.ta

All drinks are made

las.xal

-

from filtered Water

SSTmAuxm
38 and have
your orderes delivered

Telephone No.

J

8anta Fe Bottling Werke
HENRY KRICK. Proprietor
Santa Fe, New Mexico

M lie r HI

R6S0

hills on the
liffdene, located among pine-cla- d
Pecos River. 2 miles from Kowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. P.

Good Hunting and Fishing
Makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico

RATES

$1,501 par day,

S8.00 per week, 'meals 50c

Transportation from Station $1.00
Fox FuLXth. InibxnQ.tlorL JL&Axesa

MRS. H Ei QERG MA
KOWe.NIW

MEXICO.

N
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

PHONE
NO. 92.

PHONE

NO. 92,
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
OK
X

s

is

.

-

Boil8cts per lb
Pot Roast 12cts porlb

PORK

--

We are getting some fine corn fed Pigs now,
Home made Sausage
2 for 25cts
2
Chops lbs for
35cts

Shoulder Pk. Rst
12cts per lb
Spare Ribs 2 for
25cts

Suit Against Bluewater Development Company In the district court
at Albuquerque, yesterday, Charles
W. Elberlein filed suit against the
Bluewater Development Company to
recover $2,000 on a note. Several Inches of
Hail Several
Inches of hall are reported from Tex-IcCurry county, some of the stones
being as large as hen's eggs. A miniature tornado accompanied the storm,
but did no material damage.
Continuous program at the Plaza
.

Roasts 15 and 20cts
Leg Veal 20cts, lb .

o,

VEGETABLES

Electric theatre every night.
to Elephant
Service
Telephone
Buttes The government has signed a
five year contract for long distance
telephone service to the Elephant
Buttes Irrigation project in Sierra
county.
Makes Big Purchase A deed was
recorded this morning transferring
to D. S. Lowitzki the title in the
property on College street known as
Row. The
property
Improvement
The
was owned by R. C. Gortner.
consideration is private.
Fire in Masonic Temple Fire on
the Masonic
Thursday destroyed
Temple building at Carlsbad, Eddy
county, insurance amounting to $5,000
on the building and $3,000 on furniture. The Masonic records were
saved.
Commercial Hotel at Elida DestroyedThe Commercial hotel at Elida,
burned to the
Roosevelt county,
ground on Thursday. The long distance telephone office was located in
the building. The Insurance Is only

We are headquarters, Will have for tomorrow
LETTUCE
WAX BEANS
RADISH
MANGO PEPPERS
CUCUMRERS
NEW PEAS
J
TOMATOES
YOUNG ONIONS
SUMMER SQUASH
ASPARAGUS

POULTRY

Hens and Spring Chickens, no more good Turkey until fall

FRUITS
STRAWBERRIES lOcts a box

The Express Company gets 5cts per box out of this. So it
wont take long to figure our profit and the man that grows
them where does he come in,
Bananas 35cts per doz
Apricots 20cts lb
Blackberries 15cts per box
Pine Appies 30cts each

ffl

PHONE

N

O. 92.

5

$1,200.

Arrested by Cattle Inspector E. E.
VanHorn, Territorial cattle inspector,

arrested John Bergshire, a butcher at
Moriarty, for not holding green hides
the thirty days required by statute.
Berkshire will be given a hearing at
Estancia.
Temperance Rally On Tuesday
evening the people of the third ward
rally in the
will hold an
Manderfield hall on Galisteo street.
Among the speakers will be Judge
John R. McFle, Mayor Jose D. Sena,
Ismael Sparks, B. M. Read
and Judge A. J. Abbott.
Flowers for Decoration Day at

PHONE

NO. 92.

anti-saloo- n

i,t

For anything and everything appertaining to fnntiag or Binding
tb "Wpt MVriean Printing Company

baH on

No

C ASH

4

Grocery

g

No.

SATURDAY, MAY 29, 1909.

quently preaches upon that subject.
Tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock he
will deliver by request auother gospel temperance sermon dealing quite
largely with the local issue. Those
not having other places of worship
are invited to attend.
Arrested for Forgery Upon completing a thriyt days'- - term of jail, L.
E. Smith, alias Shelby, has been rearrested by Territorial Mounted Policeman John W. Collier and will take
him this afternoon to Estancia to answer the charge of forgery. The case
of Smith is a peculiar one. He is a
veteran of the Civil war, is aged about
G2 years, and appears to be making
a living by beating his way. At Moi;-lart- y
he is accused of passing drafts
on the Secretary of War.
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The poisonous nature of alum
Is so well known that the
sale ol condiments con
taining it is prohibited by law.

Last night before a large audience
the commencement exercises of the
graduating class of th High School
took place in the school auditorium.
,
The orchestra, under the direction of
Mrs. Bean, as on the preceding night,
made quite a hit as did also the splen
.
did singing of the High School chorus
under the able direction of Miss
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As Dr. Gowen concluded he was
greeted by an outburst of appreciative applause. The orchestra then
Ihe Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
played a selection, whereupon Mayor
of the
Jose D. Sena,
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VEAL

Veal Stew 2 lbs for 25cts
Chops 20cts

at Las Cruces.

Del-gad-

fellow.

Round 15cts per lb,
Chuck2 lbs for 25cts

fair

Herbert Sims of Las Cruces haa
gone to Chicago on a visit.
New Advertisement Attention Is
called to the new advertisement of
the Hayward Meat Market and the
special offers made.
o
Delgado Acquitted Francisco
was acquitted in court at Deming
of the charge of the murder of a boy
named Chaves.
Decoration
Day Notice Marshal
Fred Mueller wishes to notify all
to
Decoration
report
Day aides
afternoon.
2:30
at
Monday
promptly
Chicken wheat at Leo Hersch's.
Bring You.' Flowers The Woman's
Relief Corps kindly ask all persons
having flowers to donate for "Memorial Day," to bring them to the G. A. R.
rooms early Monday morning.
Contract for Carlsbad Sewer The
trustees of the town of Carlsbad have
awarded the contract for tne con
struction of the town's sewer system
to W. A. Rees of Arkansas for

Beef is still very high but by getting it by the Car
load, We can give you a better price than the other

,

tion tonight.
Sunday
and cooler in northeast

Saf-for- d

F

E

forecast

Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch,
San Francisco Street.
Any seat 10 cents, children 5 cents,
Plaza theatre.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.

wagon.
So if you will got in your order as early as possible,
think that we can handle the business tomorrow.
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X
X
X

29.

for New
Mexico:
Generally fair and
cooler with frost In north por-

Wt dont pay to advertise when you cant take care of ihe
II trade that it brings. Consequently we had to cut out
our add for the last week or so. But we have our
Market remolded so that we can handle your trade to
better advantages, and have more help tomorrow and extra
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Colo.,

Weather
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HAYWAKD'S

Denver,

SANTA FE, N. M.
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Bakery
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Cattle-Re-ceip-

roses, peonies,
Clarendon Garden,
lilies, sweetpeas,' etc.
Exercises The
Memorial
Day
Relief
members of the Woman's
Corns and all other patriotic ladies
who desire to assist in the Memorial
Day exercies are urged to meet at
the Grand Army Post hall on Monday
morning at 8 o'clock to prepare the
flowers and garlands for the soldiers'
graves.
Boys Must Leave Trees Alone
Complaint has been made to the po
lice that boys are doing damage to
trees planted by citizens on Washington, Lincoln and other avenues, by
maliciously breaking off limbs or board of education, was introduced, he
scarring them. Arrests will be made taking the1 place of Hon. T. B. Catron
and the culprits will be fined or who is not in the city. Mayor Sena made
a very neat address to the graduating
sent to jail.
j
Change of program Tuesday, Thur- students, warning them of the pitfalls
sday and Saturday, Plaza Electric the- of life and impressing upon them the
atre.
great value and importance of the edu
(
Hotel Man Celebrates Today Wil-- j cation which they had been fortunate
Ham Vaughn, proprietor of the Pal-'ac- e enough to secure and which would
hotel and pioneer hotel man of serve them well in the battles of the
Santa Fe, is celebrating his birthday future. Wishing them untold success
anniversary. Just which anniversary in life he proceeded to confer upon
it is not known as youthful modesty them their diplomas. This done the
has sealed the lips of the celebrant. exercises of the evening closed with
Nevertheless his host of friends join in the playing of an Intermezzo by the
and orchestra.
heartily
congratulating him
wishing him many happy returns
Frost Tonight Frost is predicted SAVED IN
for northern New Mexico tonight. ToNICK OF TIME
morrow the weather is to be fair and
cooler. Today it was cool and sunLast night shortly after seven thirty
shine and clouds and wind alternated.
Yesterday the maximum temperature the fire department was called out to
was 75 degrees, the highest yet reach- fight a. blaze that had started In the
ed this year. The minimum was 51 old depot of the Denver and Rio
The relative humidity at 6 Grande. When the department arrivdegrees.
o'clock was 16 per cent. The wind ed on the scene it was found that
attained a maximum of 38 miles an nearly the entire floor of the buildhour from the soutnwest.
ing was on fire. A fire burning in the
stove in the old waiting room of the
E.
C.
Rev.
Temperance Meeting
Anderson of the Methodist church be- depot indicated that someone hid been
lieves that the temperance question In the building and had built a fire,
Is a most vital one and so closely al and hence It is supposed that a burnlied with Christianity that he fre ing coal fell from the stove and set
j
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CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

BY THE SACK AT

A

BETTER

Your money back if you can
buy better at any price than

Belle

Butter

Spring

Creamery

PRICE

30

c

PREMIER, HARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIESTA 4()c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
There is no Coffee to equal the above for
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
I return it to us and we will cheerfully
your money
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yourt dealing with us
if
anything is not just
satisfactory,
right let as know and we make it right
Vou will find you
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Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
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CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

FOR FIVE CENTS

;
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All

W

Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican StiawHats at 50cts. . each
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301-30-

S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N, M,

